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Elephant population numbers are plummeting across the African continent. Habitat loss 
as a consequence of anthropogenic landscape transformation, and the poaching of elephants for 
the illegal ivory trade, has reduced and fragmented elephant populations to a fraction of their 
former population size and range. It has therefore become necessary to develop and implement 
proactive and targeted conservation initiatives that aim at maintaining or restoring spatial and 
genetic connectivity between populations. In this thesis, I use a conservation genetic approach to 
study African elephant populations with the aim of developing methodologies and providing 
applications that could inform conservation planning for African elephants.  
In Chapter 1, I introduce and discuss the need for proactive African elephant conservation 
initiatives. In Chapter 2, I develop and evaluate an approach to delineate functional landscape 
linkages (FLL) for African elephant conservation planning, and I use this approach to create a 
fine-scale map that demarcates FLL for elephant populations in southern Africa. The results of 
Chapter 3 provide support for conservation initiatives that aim at increasing connectivity through 
FLL. In Chapter 3, I show that Kruger National Park’s elephant population forms part of a 
functional entity in which migration helped to maintain a relatively diverse gene pool. Chapter 4 
benefits elephant conservation by increasing our understanding of historical elephant population 
ecology and genetics. Here I show that contemporary West African forest elephant populations 
have limited genetic diversity compared to the genetic diversity found in historical populations. 
Chapter 4 highlights the need for proactive and preventative conservation strategies that aim to 
conserve the genetic diversity within remaining forest elephant populations. In Chapter 5 I adapt 
a method previously developed for sex identification of human remains for use with non-human 
taxa, and I successfully identify the sex of modern and ancient elephants from low coverage 
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genome data. Sex identification of ancient animal biological remains can benefit conservation by 
increasing our understanding of historical population structure, demography and social behavior. 
In this thesis I develop and apply genetic and spatial analyses to extinct and extant 
elephant populations to inform local and regional African elephant conservation strategies. This 
thesis provides an interdisciplinary toolset and framework for future conservation genetic studies 
that focus on African elephant conservation planning.  
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CHAPTER 1: GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
In 2016, the African Elephant Specialist Group reported a continental decline in elephant 
population numbers. In the previous decade, populations decreased by more than 100 000 
elephants due to illegal poaching for ivory (CITES, 2016), and elephant populations continue to 
decrease at an alarming rate (Thouless et al. 2016). Their distributional range is now a fraction of 
what it once was (Ripple et al. 2015). In Africa alone, protected areas are estimated to contain 
only a quarter of the expected number of elephants (Robson et al. 2017). With a global increase 
in poaching (Wittemyer et al. 2014), proactive conservation efforts have become a necessity. In 
this thesis I use a conservation genetic approach to study African elephant populations to develop 
methodologies and provide applications that could inform African elephant conservation 
planning.  
The field of conservation genetics aims to uncover information about populations that 
could help conserve them (Beaumont and Wang 2019). Applications of conservation genetics 
analyses include, for example, estimating the effective population size and census population 
size (Waples 2016; Murphy et al. 2018; Pelletier et al. 2019), assessing the deleterious effects of 
inbreeding and the possibility of genetic rescue (Hedrick and Garcia-Dorado 2016; Seddon and 
Schultz 2020), elucidating population structure and phylogeography (de Flamingh et al. 2017; 
Murphy et al. 2018; Pelletier et al. 2019), inferring gene flow, migration and estimating 
population connectivity (Hoban 2018; Monti et al. 2018; Cameron et al. 2019). Conservation 
genetics therefore provides tools that can be used to develop efficient and effective conservation 
strategies to protect and manage wildlife populations.  
In this thesis, I apply conservation genetic analyses to African savanna elephants 




African forest elephants (Loxodonta cyclotis) (Chapters 4 and 5). These two African elephant 
species differ morphologically (Groves 2000; Groves and Grubb 2000; Grubb et al. 2000) and 
genetically (Roca et al. 2001; Ishida et al. 2011). Female elephants of both African elephant 
species form fission-fusion societies (Fishlock and Lee 2013) and are matrilocal, remaining with 
their natal social groups throughout their lives in a relatively restricted geographic range, 
whereas dispersal in elephants is male-mediated (Archie et al. 2007; Fishlock and Lee 2013). 
Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), which follows a matrilineal inheritance pattern, may therefore 
allow for the determination of the geographic provenance of elephants (Ishida et al. 2013). 
However, ancient hybridization and backcrossing may have resulted in the transfer of African 
forest elephant mtDNA to African savanna elephants, and as a consequence species 
identification should consider nuclear DNA (Roca et al. 2015). 
I investigate the genetics of these African elephant species across varying temporal and 
spatial scales. The spatial scale of this thesis includes regional elephant populations spanning 7 
different countries in southern Africa (Chapter 2), local elephant populations within the Kruger 
National Park (Chapter 3), DNA from elephants with unknown provenance (Chapter 4), and a 
methodological approach to identify the sex of elephants regardless of geographic origin or 
species (Chapter 5). The temporal scale of this thesis includes data from contemporary elephant 
populations (Chapters 2 and 3), and ancient ivory DNA from a ~500-year-old shipwreck 
(Chapters 4 and 5). 
I develop and implement various analytical approaches to answer critical questions 
related to African elephant conservation. These chapters are linked in theme because they each 
provide information or methodological tools that could benefit elephant conservation science 




integrative approaches to deal with conservation problems. In Chapter 2, I identify functional 
landscape linkages (FLL) by integrating spatial (GPS telemetry) data and genetic data for 
elephant populations in southern Africa. Functional landscape linkages (FLL) are wildlife 
migration corridors that increase connectedness between isolated or fragmented populations, and 
in so doing increase gene flow and genetic diversity, minimizing the genetic isolation and 
inbreeding that can occur in unconnected protected areas. Thus, FLL can increase the genetic 
health and the persistence of wildlife populations (Allendorf et al. 2013). In Chapter 3, I 
investigate the geographic origin of elephants in Kruger National Park (South Africa), and 
examine regional phylogeographic patterns by comparing the mtDNA and nDNA characteristics 
of elephants in Kruger National Park to populations in nearby countries (Botswana, 
Mozambique, Zambia and Zimbabwe). In Chapter 4, I use paleogenomic and stable isotope 
approaches to analyze 500-year old elephant tusks recovered from a 16th century shipwreck, 
providing information on the species of elephant, their geographic provenance, and habitat 
characteristics of the landscape in which they lived. With a resolution not possible using any 
single approach, combining paleogenomic, stable isotope, and archeological methods allows for 
the examination of patterns of ivory acquisition and circulation during the formative stages of 
maritime trade that linked Europe, Africa and Asia. In Chapter 5, I adapt a method developed for 
human sex determination so that it can be used to identify the sex of other ancient and modern 
animal taxa. I test the accuracy of this method using low coverage genomes from 15 modern 
savanna elephants for which sex was known, and then applied this method to the shipwreck ivory 
samples for which sex was unknown. Because this method is amenable to low coverage data 
from low quantity DNA (e.g., ancient or degraded DNA), it can be employed as a non-invasive 




DNA from hair tufts (McKelvey et al. 2006; Stanton et al. 2016) or scat  (Huber et al. 2002). 
This method can also be used to identify the sex of organisms in which the reference genome 
was obtained from a female animal or where only the X and not the Y chromosome is reported in 
the reference genome assembly for the taxon. Such taxa would include (but not be limited to) the 
domestic cat, sheep, goat, horse, dromedary camel, European rabbit; and also include many wild 
animals such as the Sumatran orangutan, western lowland gorilla, gelada and meerkat. 
Collectively these chapters provide interdisciplinary tools for African elephant 
conservation planning. I develop and apply genetic and spatial analyses to extinct and extant 
elephant populations to inform local and regional conservation strategies. My thesis provides a 
framework for future studies that aim to address elephant conservation issues by using a 




CHAPTER 2: FUNCTIONAL LANDSCAPE LINKAGES FOR AFRICAN 
SAVANNAH ELEPHANT (LOXODONTA AFRICANA) CONSERVATION PLANNING 
2.1 ABSTRACT 
Space for conservation is becoming an increasingly limited resource as human densities 
rise, land is transformed and natural habitat is destroyed. Targeted conservation initiatives such 
as the demarcation of functional landscape linkages (FLL) as wildlife movement corridors may 
be needed to increase or maintain dispersal, gene flow and genetic diversity between and within 
isolated populations. Gene flow counteracts the effects of genetic drift, inbreeding, expression of 
deleterious alleles, and increased extinction risk often associated with isolated populations. In 
this study, we identify FLL between African savannah elephant (Loxodonta africana) 
populations that occur across 7 southern African countries by combining habitat suitability 
modelling with gene flow patterns. We identify areas in the landscape that provide for the habitat 
requirements of elephants and that also show evidence of gene flow. We evaluate different 
habitat suitability models (HSM) predicted using MaxEnt and transform the best performing 
HSM to resistance surfaces that allowed for linear, slight nonlinear and pronounced nonlinear 
responses that elephants may have to unsuitable habitats. We evaluate these resistance surfaces 
using maximum likelihood population effects (MLPE) models to determine whether geographic 
Euclidean distance, least-cost path or multipath distances in circuit theory best explain the 
observed pattern of gene flow across our study area. Based on the MLPE results, we used the 
pronounced nonlinear resistance surface in combination with genetic distances to produce an 
FLL map for elephants in southern Africa. Our final FLL map considers suitable habitats based 
on spatial data, and also gene flow as the inverse of genetic distance, to delineate areas in the 




population connectivity. This study develops and applies a novel conservation genetic approach 
that integrates multidisciplinary data and methods to inform conservation planning. The 
approach developed here may be used as a framework for studies on other taxa that aim to 
develop spatially and genetically informed conservation strategies.  
2.2 INTRODUCTION 
Space for conservation is becoming an increasingly limited resource as human densities 
rise, land is transformed and natural habitat is destroyed. In Africa, protected areas have become 
progressively more isolated (Newmark 2008; Ripple et al. 2015) and conservation initiatives 
may need to focus on increasing or maintaining population connectivity to support population 
persistence through increased dispersal, gene flow, genetic diversity and environmental 
adaptability (Garant et al. 2007).  
Functional landscape linkages (FLL) are wildlife migration corridors that increase the 
connectedness between isolated or fragmented populations, and in so doing increase gene flow 
and genetic diversity, minimizing the genetic isolation and inbreeding that can occur in 
unconnected protected areas. Thus, FLL can increase the genetic health and the persistence of 
wildlife populations (Allendorf et al. 2013). This study sought to identify FLL by integrating 
spatial data from GPS-marked individuals and genetic data for elephant (Loxodonta africana) 
populations in southern Africa. 
FLL may be especially beneficial to elephant populations because their current 
distribution across much of Africa is patchy and greatly affected by habitat loss (van Aarde and 
Jackson 2007; Graham et al. 2009), obstruction of dispersal opportunities (Loarie et al. 2009), 
and extirpation of local populations due to hunting and ivory poaching (Whitehouse and Harley 




and compressed remnant populations into protected areas (Laws 1970). Many elephant 
populations, even when protected, exist as discontinuous units. Moreover, Robson et al. (2017) 
recently estimated that, due to poaching, only a quarter of the expected number of elephants 
currently occur in protected areas across Africa. 
FLL are identified by evaluating areas of suitable habitat using spatial data, and by 
examining genetic data to identify the gene flow that has occurred between populations in these 
areas. Landscape linkages are most robust when identified by integrating these two sources of 
information. Spatial data may demonstrate movement and dispersal patterns, but by themselves 
will not provide evidence for successful migration and reproduction (gene flow). By contrast, 
genetic data may establish that migration and gene flow have occurred between two populations, 
but do not identify specific routes that need to be conserved to maintain movement between 
populations. In this study, we sought to generate a comprehensive, empirically evaluated map of 
functional landscape linkages based on spatial movement and genetic data for elephants across 
southern Africa.  
We used telemetry data from 116 elephants in southern Africa, in combination with data 
from four environmental variables that can influence elephant space use, to predict areas of 
suitable habitat that may provide for the habitat requirements of elephants, i.e., the potential 
distribution of elephants. We predicted their potential distribution using a maximum-entropy 
(MaxEnt) modelling approach (Phillips et al. 2017). MaxEnt estimates the potential distribution 
of animals by finding the spatial distribution of maximum entropy (the distribution that is closest 
to being uniform) when comparing the expected value of each environmental variable under this 
estimated distribution to the empirical average that has been calculated from the occurrence or 




(for example, we tested various regularization parameters to decrease model over-fitting) and 
also tested three different sets of background datasets to which presence locations were 
compared in MaxEnt. We used the MaxEnt predicted potential distribution for the highest 
scoring model based on the area under the receiver-operator curve (AUC) values for 5-fold 
cross-validated models to create a single best habitat suitability map (HSM) for elephants. We 
then transformed this HSM linearly and nonlinearly through a negative exponential function into 
resistance surfaces (Keeley et al. 2016). Resistance is usually assumed to be a negative linear 
function of suitability (Hunter et al. 2003; Larkin et al. 2004; Pullinger and Johnson 2010). 
However, in addition to a negative linear transformation, we also tested slight and pronounced 
nonlinear transformations to investigate nonlinear responses that elephants might have to 
unsuitable habitats in the resistance surfaces. Landscape resistance surfaces are grid maps that 
represent the resistance to movement through the landscape features contained in that grid cell 
(Milanesi et al. 2017), or the cost of moving through such a landscape. 
We calculated three different measures of connectivity across each transformed resistance 
surface, including standard Euclidean distance, least-cost path (LCP) distance (Cushman et al. 
2006) and circuit theory (CT) resistance distance (McRae and Beier 2007). These measures of 
connectivity were calculated in a pairwise fashion across 142 elephant sample locations for 
which we had microsatellite data for 9 nuclear DNA loci. 
The metric of connectivity (Euclidean distance, LCP, CT) that best described the genetic 
patterns observed across the landscape was identified using Akaike’s information criterion, 
marginal R2 and conditional R2 values calculated for maximum likelihood population effects 
(MLPE) models. We fitted MLPE models between pairwise matrices of genetic distances and 




fixed effects in each model while the genetic distances among individuals represent the response 
variable. MLPE models also include pairwise random effects for each distance comparison to 
account for sample autocorrelation and multiple pairwise distances per site (Row et al. 2017).  
Our MLPE model assessment identified CT distances as the connectivity measure that 
best explained the observed gene glow across our landscape. We therefore used CT distances 
calculated in Circuitscape (Shah and McRae 2008) to estimate, delineate and visualize areas in 
the landscape that represent FLL. Our final FLL map considers suitable habitats based on spatial 
data, and also gene flow as the inverse of genetic distance, to delineate areas in the landscape 
that may be important for maintaining or restoring population connectivity.  
2.3 METHODS 
2.3.1 Study area and elephant occurrence data 
Our study area spans seven countries across southern Africa, including Botswana, 
Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa, Zambia and Zimbabwe (Figure 2.1), and includes 
a range of different vegetation classes (Figure A.1). Collectively these countries contain >70% of 
the elephants in Africa and >42% of the total range of elephants in Africa (Thouless et al. 2016).   
Through a collaboration with the Conservation Ecology Research Unit (University of 
Pretoria, South Africa) we had access to an extensive database of telemetry (GPS collar) 
locations for 116 elephants (Figure 2.1 – Elephant occurrence data). Of these 116 elephants, 95 
were from elephant breeding herds and 21 were male elephants. We used quality filtering criteria 
similar to that of Roever, van Aarde and Leggett (2013) to select reliable telemetry locations. To 
decrease temporal and spatial autocorrelation, we filtered the data so that only a single point per 
day per elephant was retained. Our spatial database included a total of 81 858 location points. 




years, but overall the elephant monitoring occurred from 2003 to 2015 across all seasons. These 
elephants form part of 6 regional population clusters that include the Chobe, Kafue, Limpopo, 
Luangwa, Niassa and Zambezi clusters (Figure A.2).  
2.3.2 Elephant genetic data 
Fresh elephant fecal samples were collected from six southern African countries from 
2010-2014 (Figure 2.1 – Elephant genetic samples). A total of 142 samples were collected and 
genotyped for 9 highly variable nuclear DNA microsatellite loci (de Flamingh, Roca and van 
Aarde, 2018; Table A.1). Sample collection, DNA extraction procedures, and microsatellite 
amplification are detailed in de Flamingh, Roca and van Aarde (2018) and genotype errors were 
quantified as described in de Flamingh, Sole and van Aarde (2014). Heterozygous genotypes 
were replicated at least four times, and homozygous genotypes were replicated at least three 
times. Diversity indices for individual microsatellite loci were calculated in Arlequin (Excoffier 
and Lischer 2010). 
We assumed an inverse relationship between gene flow and genetic distance (GD), where 
areas of high gene flow would result in low genetic distances among individuals and vice versa. 
Different estimates of GD vary in their ability to capture variation at the landscape scale (Shirk et 
al. 2012). Using the program R (R Core Team 2019), we therefore quantified pairwise GD using 
four alternative GD estimates that have regularly been used in landscape genetic studies (Shirk et 
al. 2012; Kamvar et al. 2014; Milanesi et al. 2017; Tang et al. 2019). Some GD estimates rely on 
the same data variables (e.g. allele presence and frequency) to quantify GD. The GD measures 
presented in this study are therefore not independent and there may be overlap between GD 
quantifications and model outcomes when GD estimates with highly similar data variables are 




models, we calculated GD as 1) a value of 1 minus the proportion of shared alleles (DPS) using 
the “propShared” function in the R package “adegenet” (Jombart 2008);  2) the number of allelic 
differences between two individuals using the “diss.dist” function in the R package “poppr” 
(Kamvar et al. 2014); 3) the Euclidean distance among a vector of allele frequencies using the 
“dist” function in the R package “adegenet”; 4) Reynolds’s distance with the “Reynolds.dist” 
function in the R package “poppr”. 
To visualize gene flow across the landscape, we interpolated genetic distances to form a 
landscape shape in the program Alleles in Space (AIS; Miller, 2005). AIS creates a connectivity 
network between all sample locations and places genetic distances as midpoints of each pairwise 
connection. The program then interpolates genetic distances across the extent of the study area 
and produces a 3-dimensional surface plot where surface heights represent interpolated genetic 
distances, and where higher peaks in the surface plot indicate greater genetic distances. We 
tested for correlation between genetic and geographic distances, and calculated GD in AIS using 
a GD estimate identical to that of Nei, Tajima and Tateno (1983). We used a distance weighting 
parameter (a) of 1 to interpolate genetic distance across the landscape (Miller 2005). We 
exported the interpolated output using the highest possible resolution of 500 x 500 bins for the X 
and Y geographic axes, and plotted for each of the bin coordinates the peak heights using the 
program ArcMap V10.7.1 (© ESRI 2011). 
2.3.3 Environmental variables 
We considered habitat covariates that are known to influence elephant space use. These 
environmental variables included water availability (Loarie et al. 2009), the slope of the land 
(Wall et al. 2006), primary productivity (Young et al. 2009b) and human presence (Hoare and 




2.3.3.1 Water availability 
Surface-water availability drives the distribution and abundance of elephants  (Chamaillé-
Jammes et al. 2007). We used the Global Surface Water (GSW) occurrence layer (Pekel et al. 
2016) to estimate water availability across our study range. The GSW occurrence layer 
represents areas where surface water occurred between 1984 and 2018 and provides information 
concerning overall water dynamics (e.g., intra and inter-annual variability and change).  This 
layer captures the frequency with which water was present in a given area. To calculate GSW 
occurrence, Pekel et al. (2016) summed and normalized monthly water detections (WD) and 
valid observations (VO) such that GSW occurrence/month = ∑WD month / ∑VO month. By 
averaging the results of all monthly GSW occurrence calculations Pekel et al. (2016) were able 
to provide the long-term overall surface water occurrence.  
GSW data were downloaded as 9 individual tiles that covered our study extent and were 
merged using the “Mosaic to new raster” function in ArcMap V10.7.1 (© ESRI 2011). We 
transformed the GSW data to represent the geographic distance from an available water source 
since areas that are further from water sources would represent less suitable habitat, and a 
gradient layer may therefore be more biologically relevant to elephant space use than a binary 
presence-absence layer. We reclassified the GSW data so that all points with values greater than 
0 were reclassed to represent water occurrence. We used the Euclidean distance tool in ArcMap 
to calculate, for each cell in our study area, the Euclidean distance to the closest water source. 
The GSW dataset was split into subset of four raster layers before executing the Euclidean 
distance tool to facilitate data processing. The four distance layers were merged into a single 





Elephants alter their space use to avoid mountainous terrain where even small hills may 
present energy barriers to movement for large bodied animals (Wall et al. 2006). Here we 
convert a digital elevation model (Jarvis et al. 2008) to denote slope by calculating the maximum 
rate of elevation change between pixels using the “Spatial Analyst” toolbox in ArcMap (ESRI © 
2011). We use this converted slope layer as our second environmental layer in MaxEnt (Figure 
2.2C). 
2.3.3.3 Primary productivity 
Primary productivity as a measure of food availability influences elephant habitat 
selection and use of space (Young et al. 2009a; Roever et al. 2012). As our third environmental 
variable in MaxEnt, we used long-term mean Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI) from Robson et 
al. (2017), which is an index of primary productivity across our study range as (Figure 2.2D). 
We use EVI rather than Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) because EVI 
overcomes some of the contamination problems present in NDVI data (e.g., contamination 
associated with canopy background and residual aerosol influences) and is less likely to become 
saturated in areas that have high green biomass (Pettorelli et al. 2005). 
2.3.3.4 Human presence data 
Elephants alter their space use to avoid densely populated areas (Barnes et al. 1991; 
Hoare and Du Toit 1999), and we therefore included human presence as the fourth 
environmental variable in our MaxEnt models. We used Landscan2016 global population 
distribution data, which is the finest resolution human population data available. Landscan data 
represents an “ambient population” (average population presence over 24 hours; Bright et al., 
2017). LandScan data are preferable to other census based data because it accounts for 




specific to individual countries and regions (Bright et al. 2017). Furthermore, LandScan data as 
an “ambient population” rather than point density considers both diurnal movements and 
collective travel habits, and integrates these variables into a single measure (Dobson et al. 2000). 
Other studies have transformed human density data to a gradient-based distance metric 
(Figure 2.2E) that represents geographic distances from densely populated areas (Roever et al. 
2013). We evaluated transformed gradient-based human density but found that it performs 
poorly compared to raw LandScan “ambient population” data in our MaxEnt models. See Table 
A.2 for the area under the receiver-operator curve (AUC) results of gradient-based human 
presence MaxEnt models. In addition, the transformed gradient-based human distance metric 
was also correlated with our GSW environmental variable (r > 0.60; Figure A.3). We therefore 
used raw ambient human population data (Figure 2.2F) rather than transformed gradient-based 
distance data (Figure 2.2E) to represent human presence in our MaxEnt models. Using raw 
ambient human population data may also be better aligned with the nonlinear relationship where 
elephant and human coexistence occurs at a range of human densities and local elephant 
population absences are contingent on landscape-dependent thresholds of human density (Hoare 
and Du Toit 1999).  Hoare (1999) showed that male elephants are more likely to come into 
conflict with humans (e.g. raid crops) and may therefore be less concerned about moving through 
densely populated areas than female elephants. In light of these sex-based behavioral differences, 
we discuss the possibility of delineating sex-specific FLL in the “future directions” section.  
2.3.3.5 Raster preparation for MaxEnt modelling 
Maxent requires all environmental layers to have the same resolution and extent. We 
resampled environmental layers to 900m X 900m (0.0083 x 0.0083 decimal degrees; 




relevant scale in view of elephant space use and distribution. The spatial resolution of our layers 
are informative for a highly mobile species such as elephants (Young, Ferreira and van Aarde, 
2009) but are still much smaller than average home range size of elephants in these population 
clusters (Grainger, Van Aarde and Whyte (2005); Roever, Van Aarde and Leggett (2012); please 
see the “Future directions” section on our planned landscape layer up- and down-scaling 
analysis). We used a bilinear interpolation approach that is suitable for continuous data to 
resample our environmental layers using the “Data management” toolbox in ArcMap (ESRI © 
2011). Bilinear interpolation calculates the value of each pixel by averaging the values of 
surrounding pixels. We standardized the coordinate system and datum  to WGS_1984 for all 
input layers, and tested for correlation among our environmental variables by calculating 
Pearson’s correlation coefficient in the R package “virtualspecies” (Leroy et al. 2016; R Core 
Team 2019).  
2.3.4 MaxEnt Habitat Suitability Modelling  
We used a MaxEnt modelling approach to determine which environments may represent 
suitable habitats for elephants, and subsequently predicted where such suitable habitats may 
occur across our study area. MaxEnt requires presence-only data to model species distribution 
and predict habitat suitability (Elith et al. 2011). MaxEnt uses occurrence data points (presences) 
in combination with a set of environmental predictor variables (e.g., GSW, slope, EVI, human 
presence), and compares these presences and their associated environmental constraints to a set 
of background points at which presence is unknown (Merow et al. 2013). MaxEnt then predicts 
the relative occurrence rate (ROR) for each cell in the landscape grid, where ROR is the relative 
probability that the cell is contained in the presence data, and where ROR is contingent on 




MaxEnt can also be used to estimate the probability of presence by using a logistic 
transformation of the ROR. Logistic probability of presences may improve model calibration and 
are contingent on selecting the “logistic” output option in MaxEnt (Phillips and Dudík 2008). 
Elith et al. (2011) and Royle et al. (2012) warn against using logistic rather than raw data 
because the variation in predictive outcomes are highly dependent on the assumptions made 
when MaxEnt logistically transforms the data ad hoc. However, the “raw” output is difficult to 
interpret, especially when large background datasets such as ours are used (see “Background 
data” section) and where scale-dependence may result in small “raw” values (Phillips and Dudík 
2008). Also, we will only be comparing map predictions that were generated using the same 
assumptions to estimate the probability of presence, and will not be comparing surfaces that were 
based on, for example, different values of tau (τ; Merow, Smith and Silander Jr, 2013). Here we 
use the “logistic” rather than “raw” output option in MaxEnt to allow for large differences in 
output values to translate to large differences in suitability. As expected, the large value ranges 
provided by the logistic transformation performed better than “raw” output when linear and 
nonlinear transformations were used to convert HSM to resistance surfaces. The “raw” output 
resulted in minimal differences in resistance surfaces, while “logistic” output resulted in 
resistance surfaces that were observably different.  
 
 
2.3.4.1 MaxEnt background data 
Choosing relevant background location data for comparison to presence data is critical 
when the MaxEnt model will be used to predict or extrapolate to novel environments where 




be chosen to reflect the environmental conditions that are relevant to the species for which the 
model is generated, and they should be based on the spatial scale of the ecological questions of 
interest (Saupe et al 2012, Merow et al 2013). AUC can be inflated by increasing the number of 
background points, and by selecting background data that may not be ecologically informative 
for species distribution modelling (Lobo et al. 2008, Anderson 2012).  
We aimed to delineate functional landscape linkages within and between areas where 
elephants are known to occur. We were also interested in delineating linkages that may not 
currently fall within the known elephant range, but where future conservation initiatives may aim 
to conserve these linkages in effort to re-establish connectivity between isolated populations. We 
therefore tested three different background datasets: background data generated for the entire 
extent of all environmental predictors included in the model (Figure 2.3B); range-based 
background data generated for areas of known elephant range as demarcated by the IUCN Red 
List of Threatened Species (Figure 2.3C, Blanc 2008); and use-based background data from 
areas included in an 80% convex hull of the presence points (Figure 2.3D). For each of these 
datasets we generated 10 000 random points to compare to the presence data.   
2.3.4.2 MaxEnt model regularization 
Model regularization can reduce model over-fitting by decreasing model complexity 
(Merow et al. 2013). Regularization may allow for less precise fitting of the empirical constraints 
from environmental features in the MaxEnt model, and it simplifies models by incorporating a 
penalty that is proportional to the magnitude of the regularization coefficient (Merow et al 2013). 
Therefore, using explicit regularization parameters may prevent model complexity from 
increasing beyond what is supported by the empirical dataset (Phillips and Dudík 2008). We 




for cross-validated models as a measure of model fit to determine the most suitable beta 
parameter for our dataset. Regularization parameters were tested for all 3 background datasets  
2.3.5 Model evaluation 
We evaluated the Maxent models using k-fold cross validation using a k of 5. We 
withheld a random sample of 20% of the presence data for testing and trained our model with the 
remaining 80% of the data. We assessed the evaluated models by investigating the area under the 
receiver-operator curve (AUC). AUC calculated the probability that a presence location ranks 
higher than a random background point in the predicted model (Merow et al. 2013). We 
compared AUC values for three types of background data, where each type of background data 
was fitted using b = 1, 2, 3, 4 (12 models in total). We selected the best scoring combination of 
background type and regularization parameter to generate our HSM.  
2.3.6 Resistance surfaces and connectivity metrics 
The single best HSM was selected and transformed linearly and nonlinearly into 
resistance surfaces (Keeley et al. 2016). A linear transformation assumes that cost (Rlin) is 
inversely related to habitat suitability, where less suitable habitat would be costlier to move 
through (Eq. 2.1). 
Rlin = 1 – HSM     Eq. 2.1 
Rlin is the landscape resistance based on a linear transformation of habitat suitability (HSM) 
(Figure 2.4A). A nonlinear transformation by means of a negative exponential function allowed 
for the possibility of nonlinear responses that elephants might have to unsuitable habitats. A 
nonlinear response would be, for example, when elephant movement across the landscape is only 




medium- and low-cost areas do not impact movement to the same effect. We used a negative 
exponential function to nonlinearly transform HSM to cost, R (Eq. 2.2). 
R = 100 – 99 * ((1 – exp (-c * H))/(1-exp(-c)))  Eq 2.2 
where R is resistance, H is suitability, and the factor c determines the shape of the curves. We 
generated resistance surfaces for c = 2 (slight nonlinear transformation) and c = 8 (pronounced 
nonlinear transformation) to allow for variable strengths of nonlinear responses (Figure 2.4B).  
2.3.7 Spatial and genetic connectivity across landscape resistance surfaces 
For each of the transformed resistance surfaces, we calculated three commonly used 
measures of landscape connectivity (McRae and Beier 2007) in a pairwise fashion between 142 
elephant sample locations for which we had microsatellite data for 9 nuclear DNA loci (Table 
A.1). These measures of connectivity included standard geographic Euclidean distance, Least-
Cost Path (LCP; Cushman et al., 2006), and resistance distance based on circuit theory (CT; 
McRae and Beier, 2007). These pairwise distance matrices were used as fixed effect predictor 
variables in the MLPE models.   
2.3.8 Maximum likelihood population effects (MLPE) model comparison 
The measure of connectivity that best described the genetic patterns observed across the 
landscape was identified using Akaike’s information criterion calculated in the “lme4” package 
in R (Burnham and Anderson 2004; Bates et al. 2015), and using marginal and conditional R2 
values calculated in the R package “MuMIn” (Barton 2009). The lowest AIC values indicate the 
MLPE model with the best fit (Burnham and Anderson 2004), higher marginal R2 values 
represent higher predictive power of the fixed effects, and higher conditional R2 represents 
higher total variance explained by the fixed effects (Edwards et al. 2008). Compared to 




(Van Strien et al. 2012) since they do not necessarily increase with the addition of model 
parameters (Orelien and Edwards 2008). Restricted maximum likelihood (REML) estimation of 
MLPE models has been suggested for determining accurate estimators of R2 values (Verbeke and 
Molenberghs 2000; Gurka 2006), and we therefore calculated conditional and marginal R2 values 
using REML. However, REML should not be used when comparing information criteria for 
MLPE models with different fixed effects, and we therefore did not include REML when we 
calculated AIC. 
Euclidean, LCP and CT distances represent the fixed effects in each model while the four 
quantifications of pairwise genetic distances among individuals represent the response variables. 
Using the “base” package in R (R Core Team 2019), we scaled our response variables prior to 
fitting MLPE models to allow for the comparison with predictor variable values. The scale 
function in “base” centers and scales the columns of a numeric matrix (Becker et al. 1988). 
MLPE models account for the nonindependent structure associated with pairwise distance 
matrices by considering as random effects a population-level factor that identifies data points 
that share a common “deme”, i.e., corresponding data points in the pairwise distance matrices 
were identified by investigating the covariance structure (Row et al. 2017). For each of three cost 
surface and four genetic distance response variables, we fitted MLPE models that considered as 
fixed effects Euclidean distance only, LCP and Euclidean distance, and CT and Euclidean 
distance, resulting in a comparison of 36 MLPE models in total. We added Euclidean distance as 
a fixed effect to our LCP and CT MLPE models to account for the impact that isolation by 
geographic distance may have on the MLPE model outcomes (Row et al. 2017).  




Out of the 36 MLPE models, we identified a single model that had the lowest AIC, and 
the highest conditional, and marginal R2. We independently compared AIC values per individual 
response variable since AIC values should not be compared across models that utilize different 
response variables. For each of our response variables, we identified the model with the lowest 
AIC. Our MLPE model assessment consistently identified CT distances calculated for the 
extreme nonlinear transformation (c=8) as the connectivity measure that best explained the 
observed gene glow (DPS) across the landscape for all of the individual response variables. We 
therefore used CT distances calculated in Circuitscape (Shah and McRae 2008) to estimate, 
delineate and visualize areas in the landscape that represent functional landscape linkages. In 
Circuitscape, we used the extreme nonlinear transformation (c=8) of the HSM as our cost 
surface, and incorporated GD as resistors to current flow between pairs of connected nodes 
(McRae 2006; Shah and McRae 2008). Our final FLL map thus considers suitable habitats based 
on spatial data, and also gene flow as the inverse of genetic distance, to delineate areas in the 
landscape that may be important for maintaining or restoring population connectivity.  
2.4 RESULTS  
We genotyped 142 elephant fecal samples for 9 highly variable nuclear DNA 
microsatellite loci (Table A.1). Using GD calculated in AIS, we found no correlation between 
genetic and geographic distances (partial Mantel test r = -0.035, P ³ 0.065). To visualize gene 
flow across the landscape, we interpolated genetic distances to form a landscape shape in the 
program AIS. The interpolated GD surface is a relative representation of gene flow across the 
study area, since the GD estimates are relative to genetic variation captured by the microsatellite 




National Park) had higher gene flow compared to gene flow elsewhere in the study area (Figure 
2.5). 
2.4.1 Maxent model results 
We found no significant correlation (Pearson’s R <0.5, p >0.5) between our MaxEnt 
environmental layers when including “ambient population” presence rather than gradient-based 
distance from high human densities (Figure 2.6). We tested four regularization beta parameters 
in Maxent (b = 1, 2, 3, 4) for each of the three background datasets (entire extent, range-based, 
and use-based background). Analyses where background data were generated across 
environments that are not present in occurrence datasets (e.g., the entire extent background 
dataset in this study) can produce artificially inflated AUC values. In agreement, MAxEnt 
models that included background data from the entire extent had the highest AUC (Table 2.1), 
likely indicating inflated AUC values. Regardless of the AUC performance, background data 
should always be chosen to reflect the environmental conditions that are relevant to the species 
for which the model is generated. Comparing MaxEnt models that included range-based and use-
based background datasets which reflect actual environmental conditions that the elephants 
encounter, we find that the range-based background dataset resulted in slightly higher AUC than 
use-based background dataset. We therefore selected the range-based dataset because it is less 
likely to be subject to artificial model inflation and outperformed the use-based dataset. We 
found that b = 1 was the regularization betaparameter that had the highest regularization gain and 
AUC, and we therefore selected as our HSM the MaxEnt model calculated using range-based 
background data and b = 1 (Figure 2.7).  
We investigated how each of the environmental variables contributed to the predicted 




slope mostly contribute at low variable values (low human densities, close to water, and habitats 
with low slopes), and all three of these environmental variables decrease in their contribution 
until they reach a threshold environmental value beyond which they do not contribute to the 
predictive model (Figure A.4). The HSM indicates that elephants occur in areas of low human 
density (there is a negative relationship between human density and elephant presence), in areas 
that are close to water (there is a negative relationship between distance to water and elephant 
presence), and in areas with no or low slopes (there is a negative relationship with between slope 
and elephant presence). Intermediate values of primary productivity contributed the most to our 
predictive HSM model, which is congruent with the distribution of elephants in our study area 
that mostly occur in landscapes with intermediate productivity (e.g., savanna or non-woody 
habitats; Mapaure and Campbell, 2002; Young, Ferreira and Van Aarde, 2009).  
2.4.2 Spatial and genetic connectivity across landscape resistance surfaces 
2.4.2.1 MLPE models 
We linearly and nonlinearly transformed the MaxEnt HSM (range-based background, b = 
1) into three alternative representations of landscape resistance. Our linear transformation 
(Figure 2.8A) assumes that resistance is inversely related to habitat suitability, while the 
nonlinear transformation by means of a negative exponential function allowed for the possibility 
of nonlinear responses that elephants might have to unsuitable habitats (Figure 2.8B & C).  
For each of three cost surfaces and four genetic distance response variables, we fitted 
MLPE models that considered as fixed effects Euclidean distance only, LCP and Euclidean 
distance, and CT and Euclidean distance, resulting in 36 MLPE individual models but were only 
models that were based on the same response variable were compared. Based on AIC, 




pronounced nonlinear HSM transformation are the best predictors of DPS as a proxy of gene flow 
across the landscape for all of our response variables (Table A.3).  
2.4.2.2 Functional landscape linkage map 
We used CT distances to estimate, delineate and visualize areas in the landscape that 
represent functional landscape linkages in Circuitscape. We used the pronounced nonlinear 
transformation of the HSM as our cost surface, and incorporated GD as resistors to current flow 
between pair of connected nodes to create a single FLL map that considered suitable habitats 
based on spatial data, and also gene flow as the inverse of genetic distance (Figure 2.9). This 
FLL map provided a more precise delineation of important linkages between landscape 
compared to connectivity maps produced using only spatial data (Figure 2.10 & Figure A.5). 
FLL may be important for delineating fine scale linkages across the landscape, where spatial data 
alone may not provide a high enough resolution for demarcating fine scale landscape linkages 
(Figure 2.10 & Figure A.5).  
We identified four possible FLL that connected elephant populations across our study 
area. These FLL included linkages between Northern Botswana and Kafue National Park in 
Zambia (Figure 2.11 - oval 1 in the left panel), between Northern Botswana and Mapungubwe 
National Park in South Africa (Figure 2.11 - oval 2 in the left panel), between Mapungubwe 
National Park and north of Kruger National Park in South Africa (Figure 2.11 - oval 3 in the left 
panel), and between the Kruger National Park and elephant populations in Tembe (South Africa) 
and Maputo (Mozambique) Elephant Reserves (Figure 2.11 - oval 4 in the left panel). Our FLL 
map provides fine-scale delineation of landscape linkages. For example, moving from north to 
south, linkage 2 that spans the area between Northern Botswana and Mapungubwe National Park 




large water body (Sashe dam), but south of these barriers consists of a single route that follows 
the Botswana-Zimbabwe border closely until it reaches South Africa. 
2.5 DISCUSSION 
The defragmentation of conservation areas through the development and maintenance of 
FLL could induce regional demographic stability in elephant numbers, enhance seasonal changes 
in space use, reduce local impact that elephants have on the landscape (van Aarde and Jackson 
2007), and could mitigate the consequences of genetic isolation by promoting gene glow and 
increasing genetic diversity (Allendorf and Luikart 2009; Burkart et al. 2016; Orton et al. 2020). 
Integrating multifaceted landscape habitat modeling with genetic analyses has been proposed and 
applied as a conservation tool, and is an expedient method through which FLL can be delineated. 
For example, the integration of spatial and genetic analyses has been used to detect and evaluate 
landscape connectivity and movement corridors for wolves (Kabir et al. 2017), Cantabrian 
brown bears (Mateo-Sánchez et al. 2015), rodents (Wang et al. 2008) and birds (Klinga et al. 
2019). In this study, we show that the integration of spatial landscape modeling and genetic 
analyses can also be used to delineate FLL for African elephant conservation planning.  
FLL rely on the accurate identification of environments that provide for the habitat 
preferences and requirements of the species of interest. Habitat preference is the ratio of use of a 
specific habitat over the availability of that habitat, and is conditional on the availability of all 
habitats present (Aarts et al. 2008). Maxent takes into account the availability of landscape 
variables by considering the frequency of variable occurrence (Merow et al. 2013). Because 
MaxEnt uses presence data only, the output predictions should be interpreted as a relative, rather 
than an absolute, indicator of habitat suitability (Elith et al. 2011). Our HSM predicted in 




responses is important since elephant habitat suitability has been shown to be dependent on 
habitat availability (Roever et al. 2012). Through the use of linear and nonlinear transformations 
of the HSM we were able to assess how important habitats of different suitability are for elephant 
space use and gene flow.  
We find a pronounced nonlinear response to habitat suitability which suggests that 
elephant movement and gene flow are mostly impacted by very unsuitable habitats, and that 
moderately unsuitable habitat impedes connectivity between elephant populations to a lesser 
degree. This nonlinear response agrees with space use described for some elephant populations 
in our study region, for example, where elephants in Botswana are known to range across 
densely populated areas to access food and water (Hoare and Du Toit 1999; Jackson et al. 2008). 
The pronounced nonlinear response to occurrence-based habitat suitability models suggests that 
alternative quantifications of habitat use might be needed to accurately establish elephant habitat 
requirements. Researchers could, for example, separate elephant movements into different 
behavioral states using hidden Markov models fitted in a Bayesian framework (Leos-Barajas and 
Michelot 2018; Wang 2019; Vogel et al. 2020), and identify from those states the environmental 
variables that are important for establishing or maintaining connectivity. For example, Keeley et 
al., 2017 show that habitat suitability is a poor proxy for landscape connectivity during dispersal 
and mating movements in kinkajous (Potos flavus), where tolerance for unsuitable habitat during 
dispersal seems common. Mateo-Sánchez et al., 2015 show that dispersing Cantabrian brown 
bears might be more flexible in their dispersal movement behavior than they are in their habitat 
resource utilization behavior. Determining behavioral states may be especially relevant to 
elephant FLL use since Vogel et al., 2020 show that within corridors, exploratory movements 




slow and meandering. It may therefore be beneficial for future studies to consider both behavior 
and space use when delineating FLL for African elephants.  
Our analyses indicated that landscape representations that consider multiple paths of 
connectivity (isolation by resistance based on circuit theory; IBR) perform better at predicting 
gene flow across the landscape than singular paths (LCP) or geographic distance alone. Similar 
IBR frameworks have been more effective at explaining gene flow for black bears (Cushman et 
al. 2006), hedgehogs (Braaker et al. 2017), and other plant and animal species (McRae and Beier 
2007). Our FLL map shows that gene flow and connectivity appear to be influenced by different 
environmental variables across the landscape. We find areas in our FLL landscape where slope 
(Figure A.6), water availability (Figure A.7), “ambient human population” presence (Figure A.8) 
and primary productivity (Figure A.9) respectively seem to be the primary drivers of 
connectivity. When demarcating FLL for conservation, researchers and conservation 
stakeholders should consider that FLL and connectivity may be dependent on the specific 
geographic area and environmental variables under consideration, and that a “one-map-fits-all” 
approach should be avoided.  
Our FLL map shows that analyses which incorporate genetic information when mapping 
connectivity could provide more precise delineations of linkages across the landscape. This is 
illustrated by comparing linkage maps that are based on only spatial data to linkage maps that 
incorporate both spatial and genetic data (Figure 2.10 & Figure A.5). For example, the landscape 
linkage between Northern Botswana and Mapungubwe National Park in South Africa does not 
contain clearly delineated routes when considering only spatial data, but adding gene flow to the 




The largest landscape linkage identified in this study extends from Northern Botswana to 
Mapungubwe National Park in South Africa (Figure 2.11). Moving from north to south, this 
linkage initially consists of 3 routes that circumvent areas of high human presence and a large 
water body (Sashe dam), but south of these barriers consists of a single route that follows the 
Botswana-Zimbabwe border closely until it reaches South Africa. When demarcating areas for 
elephant conservation in this region, conservation stakeholders may consider whether there are 
alternative routes that link the areas of interest (e.g. the three routes in the northern portion of 
linkage 2), and prioritize routes and linkages where landscape connectivity seems most 
vulnerable to change.  
Researchers and conservation stakeholders should also consider factors other than 
landscape connectivity and gene flow when demarcating landscape linkages for conservation. 
For example, factors such as FLL land ownership (Pinter-Wollman 2012), human-elephant 
conflict mitigation (Jackson et al. 2008; Pinter-Wollman 2012), the direct and indirect impact of 
FLL creation on local indigenous communities (Baldus et al. 2007), FLL overlap with poaching 
hotspots (Osborn and Parker 2003; Booth and Dunham 2016), and other sociopolitical factors 
need to be integrated into conservation decisions.  
2.5.1 Future directions  
Elephant space use and habitat suitability modeling may be influenced by factors that 
were not considered in this study. For example, Mashintonio et al. (2014) show that elephants 
select habitat based on environmental qualities at multiple scales, and it may therefore be 
informative to incorporate habitat suitability modelling approaches other than MaxEnt that could 
allow for the consideration of environmental variables at different scales. In addition, the spatial 




want to compare predictor outcomes for different spatial resolutions by upscaling and 
downscaling resistance surfaces for each of the HSMs before evaluating them with connectivity 
metrics. Researchers could, for example, use an Gaussian pixel smoothing algorithm approach 
which can be effective for determining the scale at which elephants select resources 
(Mashintonio et al. 2014). In addition to scale, seasonality and sex are crucial drivers of elephant 
dispersal and land use patterns (Young et al. 2009a). Future studies should therefore consider 
seasonal (temporal) and sex-specific differences when predicting gene flow across the landscape, 
where individually modelled FLL connectivity maps for males and females, and for wet and dry 
seasons could be generated. Despite these limitations, the novel conservation genetic approach 
developed and applied here integrates multidisciplinary data and methods in an innovative way 
to inform conservation planning, and may therefore still be useful as a framework for future 
studies on elephant and other taxa that aim to develop spatially and genetically informed 





2.6 TABLE AND FIGURES  
2.6.1 Table 
Table 2.1 MaxEnt models that included background data from the entire geographic extent of our 
study area had the highest area under the receiver-operator curve (AUC), while the range-based 
background dataset resulted in slightly higher AUC than use-based background dataset.  




training gain  
AUC 
Entire extent b = 1 0.060 0.8568687 
b = 2 0.052 0.854843 
b = 3 0.046 0.8524966 
b = 4 0.040 0.8492671 
    
Range-based 
background data1 
b = 1 0.039 0.7860084 
b = 2 0.034 0.7808212 
b = 3 0.03 0.7745906 
b = 4 0.027 0.7644965 
    
Use-based 
background data 
b = 1 0.039 0.7583397 
b = 2 0.035 0.7544933 
b = 3 0.032 0.7505779 
 b = 4 0.030 0.7448165 
1 We selected the MaxEnt model that was calculated using the range-based background dataset 
and a regularization parameter of b = 1 for subsequent analyses because it was less likely to be 
subject to artificial model inflation associated with the entire extent background dataset, and 




2.6.2 Figures  
 
Figure 2.1 Our study area spans seven countries across southern Africa, including Botswana, 
Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa, Zambia and Zimbabwe that collectively contain 
>70% of the number of elephants in Africa and >42% of the total range of elephants in Africa 
(Thouless et al. 2016). Occurrence data (GPS telemetry points) from 116 elephants are shown in 





Figure 2.2 Our MaxEnt habitat suitability model (HSM) was based on elephant occurrence points 
that correspond with areas of known elephant range (panel A - purple dots represent occurrence 
data and green areas represent the current elephant range as demarcated by the IUCN Red List of 
Threatened Species; Blanc, 2008). MaxEnt environmental variables included habitat covariates 
that are known to influence elephant space use: water availability as represented by distance to 
the closest water source (panel B – blue areas are close to water, red areas are far from water), 
the slope of the land (panel C – dark areas represent steep slopes), primary productivity indexed 
by long-term mean Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI; panel D – green areas indicate high 
primary productivity, brown and purple areas indicate low primary productivity), and human 
presence as a transformed gradient-based metric (panel E – red indicates areas close to high 
human densities, blue indicates areas that are far away from high human densities) and as an 
ambient population presence (panel F – red indicates areas with high ambient population 





Figure 2.3 MaxEnt compares environmental conditions at background location data points to 
environmental conditions at known presence (occurrence) locations (panel A – yellow dots 
indicate occurrence points). Background data should reflect the environmental conditions that are 
relevant to the species for which the model is generated. We tested three different background 
datasets: background data generated for the entire extent of all environmental predictors included 
in the model (panel B); range-based background data generated for areas of known elephant 
range as demarcated by the IUCN Red List of Threatened Species (panel C – red lines indicate 
known range; Blanc, 2008); and use-based background data from areas included in an 80% 
Convex Hull (CH) of presence points (panel D – red lines indicate the 80% CH). For each of 
these datasets we generated 10 000 random points (shown in blue in panels B, C and D) to 





Figure 2.4 The single best habitat suitability model (HSM) was transformed linearly (panel A) 
and nonlinearly (panel B) into resistance surfaces. A linear transformation assumes that 
resistance is inversely related to habitat suitability, where less suitable habitat would be costlier 
to move through. A transformation by means of a negative exponential function allowed for the 
possibility of nonlinear responses that elephants might have to unsuitable habitats. We generated 
resistance surfaces for transformations using c = 2 and c = 8 to respectively generate slight and 
pronounced nonlinear responses. Equations for linear and nonlinear transformations are provided 






Figure 2.5 Our visual representation of gene flow across the study extent indicated that areas in 
South Africa (e.g. Kruger National Park) had higher gene flow (low interpolated genetic 
distances) relative to gene flow elsewhere. The interpolated genetic distance surface is a relative 
representation of gene flow across the study area and is dependent on the genetic variation 
captured by the marker system. Areas in blue indicate higher relative gene flow (lower genetic 
distance) and areas in red indicate lower relative gene flow (higher genetic distance) among 142 






Figure 2.6 We found no significant correlation between any of the environmental variables 
included in the MaxEnt model when using “ambient population” presence as our human density 
indicator. We tested Pearson’s R cut-off values of 0.7 (which is the least stringent and allows for 
most collinearity), 0.6, and 0.5 (the most stringent, presented here) and found no significant 






Figure 2.7 The habitat suitability model (HSM) was predicted in MaxEnt using range-based 
background data and a regularization betaparameter of 1. Suitable elephant habitat is shown in 
green while less suitable habitats are shown in shades of yellow and red. This HSM was 






Figure 2.8 We transformed the MaxEnt habitat suitability model (HSM) into three alternative 
representations of landscape resistance. Our linear transformation (Figure 2.8A) assumes that 
resistance is inversely related to habitat suitability, while the nonlinear transformations allowed 
for slight nonlinear responses (Figure 2.8B) and pronounced nonlinear responses (Figure 2.8C) 
to unsuitable habitats. The X and Y axes indicate longitude and latitude, and map colors indicate 






Figure 2.9 We used the software Circuitscape to estimate, delineate and visualize areas in the 
landscape that represent functional landscape linkages (FLL). Our cumulative current density 
map of FLL considers suitable habitats based on spatial data, and also gene flow as the inverse of 
genetic distance, to delineate areas in the landscape (yellow) that may be important for 
maintaining or restoring population connectivity. Green areas indicate IUCN primary protected 
areas, cross hatched areas indicate IUCN secondary protected areas and blue dots indicate the 






Figure 2.10 FLL maps that are based on both spatial and genetic data (right panel) provide more 
precise delineations of landscape linkages compared to connectivity maps produced using only 






Figure 2.11 We identified four possible FLL that connected elephant populations across our 
study area. These FLL included landscape linkages between Northern Botswana and Kafue 
National Park in Zambia (oval 1 in the left panel), between Northern Botswana and 
Mapungubwe National Park in South Africa (oval 2 in the left panel), between Mapungubwe 
National Park and north of Kruger National Park in South Africa (oval 3 in the left panel), and 
between the Kruger National Park and elephant populations in Tembe (South Africa) and 
Maputo (Mozambique) Elephant Reserves (oval 4 in the left panel). Our FLL map provides fine-
scale delineation of landscape linkages. For example, moving from north to south, linkage 2 that 
spans the area between Northern Botswana and Mapungubwe National Park in South Africa 
initially consists of 3 routes that circumvent areas of high human presence and a large water 
body (Sashe dam), but south of these barriers consists of a single route that follows the 
Botswana-Zimbabwe border closely until it reaches South Africa. Green areas indicate IUCN 
primary protected areas, cross hatched areas indicate IUCN secondary protected areas and blue 





CHAPTER 3: ORIGIN AND PHYLOGEOGRAPHY OF AFRICAN SAVANNAH 
ELEPHANTS (LOXODONTA AFRICANA) IN KRUGER AND NEARBY PARKS IN 
SOUTHERN AFRICA1 
3.1 ABSTRACT 
African savannah elephants (Loxodonta africana) occur in fragmented and isolated 
populations across southern Africa. Transfrontier conservation efforts aim at preventing the 
negative effects of population fragmentation by maintaining and restoring linkages between 
protected areas. We sought to identify genetic linkages by comparing the elephants in Kruger 
National Park (South Africa) to populations in nearby countries (Botswana, Mozambique, 
Zambia and Zimbabwe). We used a 446 base pair mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) control region 
fragment (141 individuals) and 9 nuclear DNA (nDNA) microsatellite markers (69 individuals) 
to investigate phylogenetic relationships and gene flow among elephant populations. The 
mtDNA and nDNA phylogeographic patterns were incongruent, with mtDNA patterns likely 
reflecting the effects of ancient female migrations, with patterns persisting due to female 
philopatry, and nDNA patterns likely reflecting male-mediated dispersal. Kruger elephant 
heterozygosity and differentiation were examined, and were not consistent with genetic isolation, 
a depleted gene pool or a strong founder effect. Mitochondrial DNA geographic patterns 
suggested that the Kruger population was founded by elephants from areas both north and south 
of Kruger, or has been augmented through migration from more than one geographic source. We 
discuss our findings in light of the need for conservation initiatives that aim at maintaining or 
restoring connectivity among populations. Such initiatives may provide a sustainable, self-
                                               
1 Chapter 3 has previously been published as de Flamingh, A., Roca, A. L., & Van Aarde, R. J. (2018). Origin and 
phylogeography of African savannah elephants (Loxodonta africana) in Kruger and nearby parks in southern 




regulating management approach for elephants in southern Africa while maintaining genetic 
diversity within and gene flow between Kruger Park and nearby regions 
3.2 INTRODUCTION 
Landscape fragmentation and habitat loss are globally important drivers of population 
declines among species (Lindenmayer and Fischer 2007). Protected areas may serve as species 
strongholds, but they often consist of discontinuous patches that represent fragments of the once 
continuous historic ranges of many mega-herbivores and carnivores (Ripple et al. 2015). The 
fragmentation and resulting isolation of populations may have deleterious demographic and 
genetic consequences, because restricted gene flow between populations may lead to genetic 
drift, inbreeding, the expression of deleterious alleles, and reduced fitness; it can also increase 
the risk of local extirpation (Allendorf et al. 2013). For example, Fitzpatrick and Evans, 2009 
showed that reduced heterozygosity impaired sperm quality in endangered mammals, and (Miller 
et al. 2011) showed that island tammar wallaby populations with low genetic diversity and high 
levels of inbreeding had an increased frequency of morphological abnormalities.  
Recent conservation initiatives in Africa have sought to counter the effects of population 
fragmentation and isolation. These initiatives rely on the restoration and maintenance of 
distributional ranges to link formerly isolated populations through the creation of “megaparks” 
(van Aarde and Jackson 2007), and transfrontier conservation areas (Hanks 2003). Such 
initiatives can be considered functional if they disrupt population isolation by allowing dispersal 
or migration between nearby populations. Linking isolated populations may have beneficial 
genetic consequences if isolation has been a driving force of genetic degradation associated with 




Information on the genetic structure and characteristics of elephant populations may help 
establish whether isolation and founder effects have resulted in genetically depleted, 
homogenous populations, and may provide support to the proposed benefits of enabling dispersal 
between isolated populations. African savannah elephants are no longer distributed across a 
continuous geographic range, but instead have contracted ranges that largely overlap with 
protected areas (Ripple et al. 2015). Elephants in Kruger National Park in South Africa are 
confined by fencing, while in parts of Angola, Botswana, Namibia, Mozambique and Zimbabwe 
elephant movements are restricted by the abundance of people or by resource limitations (Roever 
et al. 2013). Gene flow between Kruger and nearby parks has not been quantified, but is thought 
to be limited due to park fences and other barriers (e.g., areas of high human density) that 
obstruct dispersal between populations. Furthermore, the Kruger elephant population is believed 
to have derived from a single source population. Elephants were widely distributed across 
southern Africa, including the present-day location of Kruger, and their movements were largely 
unrestricted prior to European colonization (Whyte 2001). After colonization hunting decimated 
the population in Kruger to the point of extirpation or near extirpation (Pienaar 1963; Hall-
Martin 1992; Whyte 2001). It is believed that the population was re-established by elephants that 
migrated from Mozambique into Kruger at an entry point approximately midway between the 
Park’s northern and southern boundaries after the proclamation of the Sabie Game Reserve in 
1898 and the arrival of the first warden in 1903. Elephants are believed to have migrated from 
this entry point into the northern and southern regions of the park (Whyte 2001). The influx of 
elephants from Mozambique increased the population in Kruger to about 25 individuals in 1912 




individuals and by the end of the 20th century the number of elephants in Kruger was fast 
approaching the 10 000 mark (van Aarde et al. 1999; Young et al. 2009b).  
Our present study examined the genetic diversity and connectivity of elephants in South 
Africa’s Kruger National Park, comparing them to elephants in nearby parks in Botswana, 
Mozambique, Zambia and Zimbabwe. We amplified a 446 base pair (bp) mitochondrial DNA 
(mtDNA) control region fragment from 141 elephants, and 9 nuclear DNA (nDNA) 
microsatellite loci from 69 elephants.  
The elephant dung samples were collected across various national parks and conservation 
areas in southern Africa (Figure 3.1). Translocations were used to limit the increasing elephant 
population in Kruger from 1970 to 1994 (Whyte 2001; Anthony and Avery 2008), and 
translocations from Kruger to other areas continue to the present day. However, translocations 
have mainly been to areas (parks, conservation areas and privately-owned land) in South Africa 
that did not form part of this study (Dublin 2003; Anthony and Avery 2008). 
We expected to detect in Kruger the negative genetic consequences that may follow a 
founder effect and population fragmentation and isolation. Compared with other southern 
African elephant populations, we expected Kruger’s elephant population to show reduced genetic 
variability, and to find evidence of limited gene flow between Kruger and nearby parks, and the 
signatures of a single founding population. 
3.3 METHODS AND MATERIALS 
3.3.1 Sample collection  
The collection of samples of elephant dung was sanctioned by appropriate authorities 
prior to collection (see Table B.1 for a list of permits). Sampling locality abbreviations include 




MAP, LMAP and BZIM = Mapungubwe National Park (MAP) and along the Limpopo River 
that connects Mapungubwe and Kruger National Park (LMAP and BZIM), South Africa; TEP 
and BMAP = Tembe Elephant Park, South Africa and Maputo Elephant Reserve, Mozambique; 
KF = collected from Kafue National Park, Zambia; LV = Livingstone Town, Zambia; PT = 
Pandamatenga, Botswana; MR = Moremi Game Reserve, Botswana; SS and SN = south and 
north Savuti Game Reserve, respectively, Botswana; CH = Chobe National Park, Botswana; SR 
= Seronga, Botswana; LY = Linyanti River, Botswana; BZ = the border of Botswana and 
Zimbabwe; HW = Hwange National Park, Zimbabwe; GR = Gonarezhou National Park, 
Zimbabwe; and CP = Caprivi region, Namibia.  
For a comparison of nDNA heterozygosity by geographic region, the samples were 
grouped geographically into 7 regions including Chobe Region (CR) = CH, MR, CP, SS, SN, 
LY; Hwange Region (HR) = HW, PT; Livingstone Region (LR) = LV; Botswana-Zimbabwe 
border Region (BZR) = BZ; Gonarezhou National Park (GNP) = GR; Mapungubwe Region 
(MR) = MAP, LMAP, BZIM; Kruger Region (KR) = NKNP, SKNP. Regional heterozygosity 
was not calculated for samples from TEP, BMAP, KF, SR and LV since samples from those 
areas were not genotyped for nDNA. Samples were grouped to represent contiguous geographic 
areas: samples that were from contiguous national parks or reserves, e.g. Chobe, Savuti, Linyanti 
and Moremi were grouped together and assigned the name of the largest national park; samples 
that were in close proximity to a national park but fell outside its borders were grouped as part of 
that park (e.g. the grouping of LMAP and BZIM as part of MAP); and samples that were 






3.3.2 Sample grouping 
Samples were grouped and analyzed as follows: 1) groups determined by Bayesian 
clustering analysis in Geneland (Guillot et al. 2005), 2) seven regions based on geography and 
connectivity for nDNA heterozygosity comparisons, namely CR, HR, LR, BZ, GR, MR, KR and 
3) four regions (all samples north of Kruger, samples in northern Kruger, samples in southern 
Kruger, and all samples south of Kruger) to compare mtDNA haplotype distribution analysis 
between north Kruger, south Kruger and nearby parks.  
3.3.3 Data generation  
Dung sample collection, DNA extraction and DNA amplification procedures for mtDNA 
sequences and nDNA microsatellites are described by de Flamingh et al. (2015). However, 
microsatellite genotypes determined for this study were replicated 4 times for homozygotes and 
3 times for heterozygotes. Mitochondrial DNA sequence data (446 base pairs) for 141 
individuals and nDNA data for 69 individuals (Figure 3.1, Table B.1) were generated at the 
Conservation Ecology Research Unit (CERU), University of Pretoria.  
The difference in sample size for mtDNA and nDNA data can be attributed to the use of 
degraded fecal DNA - see de Flamingh, Sole and van Aarde, 2015 for a description of sample 
collection procedures. Mitochondrial DNA is often better preserved than nDNA in degraded 
DNA samples (Schwarz et al. 2009). Therefore, DNA extraction yield for mtDNA is often much 
higher than nDNA, leading to a higher amplification success of mtDNA markers compared to 
nDNA markers. This is especially apparent in degraded DNA samples (Andréasson et al. 2002). 
In addition, microsatellite genotype errors are often associated with degraded DNA 
amplification, e.g. null allele or false allele amplification (Taberlet et al. 1999; de Flamingh et al. 




mtDNA. However, the nDNA dataset sample size (69 individuals) was larger than sample sizes 
used by other studies to represent the same geographic area; e.g., Comstock et al., 2002 used 19 
individuals, Eggert, Rasner and Woodruff, 2002 used 54 individuals, and Roca et al., 2001 used 
40 samples to represent the same geographic region.   
Outgroup taxa for mtDNA phylogenetic analyses included sequences from the Asian 
elephant (Elephas maximus) (Rogaev et al. 2006; Maikaew et al. 2011) and the woolly 
mammoth (Mammuthus primigenius) (Krause et al. 2006; Gilbert et al. 2008; Enk et al. 2011). 
GenBank accession numbers for outgroup taxa are listed in Table B.2.  
3.3.4 Phylogenetic analysis 
Sequence data were aligned using the program MUSCLE (Edgar 2004). We visually 
inspected the aligned sequences, excluded all oligonucleotide primer sequences, and verified 
each polymorphic site by viewing chromatograms in the program CLC Bio Genomics 
workbench (CLC Bio, Cambridge, MA).  
The substitution model that best describes the variation in our data was identified using 
the program jModelTest2 (Darriba et al. 2012). Based on the lowest likelihood scores for models 
that fall within the 95% confidence interval for the Akaike and Bayesian Information Criterion, 
we used the HKY+I+G substitution model because it was consistently ranked highly by both 
criteria. Genescan fragments for nDNA microsatellite loci were viewed and scored using 
GeneMapper â Software Version 3.7 (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, USA). Scored data were 
then exported in table format to Excel spreadsheets for further analysis.  
Distinct haplotypes present among the 147 individuals (141 African elephants and 6 
individuals from outgroup taxa) were identified using DnaSP 5.10.01 (Librado and Rozas 2009), 




Technology Limited). Haplotypes were compared to previously published control region 
sequences and assigned to one of eight mtDNA subclades using the methods described by Ishida 
et al. (2013). Haplotypes assigned to the same subclade were verified as grouping together in the 
mtDNA median-joining network. Haplotypes 1 and 15, which were separated from other 
haplotypes by long branches, were queried using BlastN to find matches to the sequences of 
Ishida et al. (2013) 
To establish the origins of Kruger elephants, mitochondrial DNA haplotype frequencies 
were compared across elephants in parks north of Kruger, northern Kruger, southern Kruger, and 
parks south of Kruger. For this comparison the haplotypes were assigned to four regions: all 
parks north of Kruger, northern Kruger, southern Kruger and all parks south of Kruger. The 
proportion of elephants in each region that carried each distinct haplotype was visualized by a 
stacked bar graph produced in Excel 15.12.3 (©Microsoft) that showed the most common 
haplotypes at the top of each bar, with rare haplotypes at the base of the bar.  
Bayesian analyses were performed using the program MrBayes 3.2.6 (Ronquist et al. 
2012). We performed three independent runs. The first run included 1 million generations with a 
sampling frequency of 10 000, the second run included 1 million generations a sampling 
frequency of 100, and our third run included 1 000 generation sampling all possible trees. The 
latter two runs were used to investigate convergence and stationarity of log likelihood values. 
For both runs the parameters converged within the first ca. 1 000 generations, confirming that 
convergence and stationarity had been reached within the initial run. Subsequent Bayesian 
analyses included a generation time of 1 million and a sample frequency of 10 000. Runs 
incorporated four chains and the HKY+I+G substitution model. Run length sufficiency was 




mixture and convergence and stationarity upon a likelihood score. The ESS value indicated that a 
burn-in of 10% was sufficient (convergence was reached quickly), and we therefore discarded 
10% of the initial trees. As an alternative visualization of topology support, Bayesian output trees 
were plotted as a cloudogram using the program DensiTree 2.2 (Bouckaert and Heled 2014).  
3.3.5 Phylogeographic analysis 
We used Geneland (Guillot et al. 2005) to determine how many sub-populations (K) of 
genetically similar individuals were present in our study, for both the mtDNA and nDNA 
datasets. We tested the possibility of K = 1 through K = 10, using 500 000 iterations with a 
thinning factor of 100. We employed the correlated allele frequency and spatial models to map 
probabilities of population membership across the landscape, using a spatial uncertainty 
parameter of 0.01 that was calculated for the same data by de Flamingh, Sole and van Aarde 
(2015). We verified Geneland clustering results with the program BAPS (Corander et al. 2003) 
using the “spatial clustering of individuals” algorithm for mtDNA sequence data (Kmax 15) and 
nDNA microsatellites (Kmax range of 5, 10 and 15 with each value replicated 5 times). 
Geneland uses geo-referenced multi-locus data, we therefore converted the sequence data 
to haploid data based on binary code, where all the polymorphic sites (n=47) were considered as 
individual loci, with the possibility of 4 alleles (ACTG) at each of the loci (Guillot et al. 2005). 
We used an analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) to calculate inter-population genetic 
variation (Fst – fixation index) for both nDNA and mtDNA. The AMOVA and exact test of 
population differentiation for mtDNA were implemented in Arlequin (Excoffier and Lischer 
2010), and the AMOVA for nDNA was implemented using GenAlEx (Peakall and Smouse 
2006). Observed nDNA heterozygosity was calculated for the seven regions (CNP, HNP, LNP, 




2006). We used an AMOVA in GenAlEx (Peakall and Smouse 2006) and exact tests of 
population differentiation in Arlequin (Excoffier and Lischer 2010) to determine the degree of 
genetic differentiation between these seven regions. We used a Kruskal-Wallis test to determine 
if there was a significant difference in heterozygosity across geographic groups (McDonald 
2009). We compared the overall population (all populations combined) with only individuals 
found in Kruger. We calculated the number of alleles and the expected heterozygosity for each of 
these groupings using the program Arlequin (Excoffier and Lischer 2010), and included an exact 
test of population differentiation to determine whether the overall population differs significantly 
from the Kruger population. We used a Mann-Whitney U test to determine whether 
heterozygosity was significantly lower in Kruger compared to the overall population.  
We used the program Bottleneck v. 1.2.02 (Cornuet and Luikart 1996) to investigate 
recent effective population size reductions from allele data frequencies for the nine nDNA loci. 
For populations that underwent a recent bottleneck, this program finds a signature of excess of 
heterozygosity relative to expected heterozygosity (based on the observed number of alleles) 
since during a bottleneck, a population loses allelic diversity more rapidly than it loses 
heterozygosity (Cornuet and Luikart 1996). We determined the probability of a recent bottleneck 
using the sign test and Wilcoxon test assuming a stepwise mutation model (SMM) and a two-
phase model (TPM) (proportion of SMM in TPM = 0.00, variance of the geometric distribution 
for TPM = 0.36) for 100,000 iterations across all 9 loci. Using the same program, we determined 
whether there was a deficit of rarer alleles and a modal shift in allele proportions in different 






3.4.1 Mitochondrial DNA analyses 
Mitochondrial DNA sequences were generated for 141 elephants. The alignment 
consisted of 446 nucleotide sites of which 47 were polymorphic. There were 28 distinct mtDNA 
haplotypes, with the individuals that carried each haplotype listed in Table B.2 (GenBank 
accession numbers are also listed in Table B.2). African elephant haplotypes clustered into four 
groups in a median-joining network (Figure 3.2), exclusive of haplotypes carried by the outgroup 
species (Haplotypes 24-28). 
The phylogeny inferred using Bayesian analysis showed limited resolution of the 
relationships among haplotypes with several polytomies present (Figure 3.4). There was high 
support for the recovery of two distinct savannah elephant mtDNA clades, with Haplotype 15 
outside of the two clades. The Bayesian analysis grouped Haplotypes 2, 3 and 4 into a separate 
clade, while the relationships among other haplotypes were not well resolved.  
An alternative visualization of the Bayesian analysis through a cloudogram plot 
illustrated the uncertainty in terminal taxon relationships (Figure B.1). The cloudogram of all 
trees (indicated in green) and consensus trees (indicated in blue) did show Haplotype 15 as 
distinct from other haplotypes, but did not group the remaining savannah elephant mtDNA 
haplotypes into two well supported distinct clades. Other clades of high support in Bayesian 
analysis (e.g., Haplotypes 2, 3 and 4) are illustrated by the darker blue bands in the cloudogram.  
Almost all haplotypes in the study area were identified as belonging to three of the 
previously identified continental mtDNA subclades described by Ishida et al. (2013)(Savannah-
wide, Southeast-savannah and South-central subclades; Figure 3.2; Figure B.2). However, 




park (Figure 3.3), were distant from the other elephant haplotypes in the network. Haplotype 15 
in particular was phylogenetically distinct in the Bayesian and cloudogram phylogenies. The 
most similar sequences in GenBank to H1 belonged to the North-central subclade, while H15 
was closest to haplotypes within the South-Central subclade, although we did not assign these to 
subclades in Figure 2 given the available sequence information and lack of definitive clustering. 
The South-central and North-central subclades are subdivisions of the “F-clade” of African 
elephant mtDNA, which are believed to have originally derived from the African forest elephant 
(Loxodonta cyclotis) before being transferred to the savannah species by hybridization and 
backcrossing to savannah elephant males. The inter-species transfer of mtDNA is common 
among closely related species of elephantids and other taxa in which males and not females 
disperse (Petit and Excoffier 2009; Roca et al. 2015; Li et al. 2016).  
3.4.2 Phylogeographic analyses of mitochondrial and nuclear DNA datasets 
A Bayesian clustering algorithm implemented in Geneland identified four (K=4) 
genetically distinct clusters of mtDNA. Three of these mtDNA clusters were present in many 
national parks throughout the sampling area (see the maps of the posterior probability of 
belonging to a cluster in Figure 3.5), but also were not geographically contiguous. Cluster 4, 
which included only the single individual that carried Haplotype 1, was limited to the extreme 
northern part of our study area (see Table B.3 for haplotypes and number of individuals within 
each of the clusters). Since Geneland clusters may reflect both geographic and genetic 
differences, we examined the degree to which these clusters would show genetic differences by 
treating them as “populations”. AMOVA found that most (86.06%) of the genetic variation could 
be attributed to variation among the “populations,” with little (13.92%) variation within each of 




differentiation showed that cluster 4 (Haplotype 1) was not significantly different from other 
clusters (presumably since it represented a single sample) but all other clusters (1, 2 and 3) 
differed significantly, and also showed significant Fst values. The clusters identified by 
Geneland corresponded to clades with high support in the phylogeny (e.g. cluster 1 contains 
individuals with haplotype 2, 3 and 4), suggesting that the mtDNA patterns were being driven by 
the genetic distinctiveness among the phylogenetic clades of mitochondrial DNA. Similar to 
Geneland, BAPS clustering analysis of mtDNA sequence data found the best partition of data to 
be four populations (K=4; Log(ml)=-720.110) that were discontinuously distributed across the 
landscape (Figure B.3). The geographically discontinuous patterns of mtDNA (Figure 3.3) reflect 
the complex history of mitochondrial lineages that have persisted through time and are evident 
across the landscape as high mtDNA haplotype diversities in relatively small geographic space. 
These patterns may also reflect historical migrations that occurred when elephant distribution 
was continuous; such patterns for mtDNA would then have persisted due to low female dispersal 
among elephants. Such patterns call into question the suitability of using mtDNA to study 
population structure in African savannah elephants.  
Geneland identified four (K=4) distinct clusters of nDNA. Each nuclear DNA 
microsatellite cluster was geographically contiguous and did not overlap geographically with 
other clusters (Figure 3.6). Cluster 1 represented a central population with individuals from 
Mapungubwe National Park and along the southern part of the Botswana-Zimbabwe border. 
Cluster 2 was found in the northern part of the study region in Chobe National Park and along 
the northern section of the Botswana-Zimbabwe border. Clusters 3 and 4, respectively, were 
centered in the northern and southern part of Kruger National Park, South Africa. However, 




(Fst = 0.022), with most of the variation (98%) found within clusters and little (2%) variation 
attributed to among cluster differences. None of the clusters was significantly different (p>0.05) 
genetically in pairwise Fst comparisons between clusters. Since Geneland clusters may reflect 
both geographic and genetic differences, the lack of genetic differentiation suggests that the 
clustering was an artifact of the geographic patterns present in the dataset, and did not reflect 
strong nuclear genetic differentiation among clusters. This is supported by the BAPS clustering 
analysis that found this nDNA dataset to conform to a single population (K=1; Log(ml)=-
1889.757) (Figure B.3). 
3.4.3 Comparison of Kruger elephants to other populations in southern Africa 
To establish the origins of Kruger elephants, mitochondrial DNA haplotype frequencies 
were compared across elephants in parks north of Kruger, northern Kruger, southern Kruger, and 
parks south of Kruger (Figure 3.7). Although all four regions shared some haplotypes (e.g., 
Haplotype 14 – Figure 3.7), this comparison revealed that common haplotypes in northern 
Kruger National Park were also common in parks north of Kruger but not common in parks 
south of Kruger. By contrast, haplotypes that were common in southern Kruger National Park 
were also common in parks south of Kruger, but not common in parks north of Kruger (Figure 
3.7). For example, haplotypes 21 and 22 were both common in north Kruger and northern parks, 
while being uncommon in south Kruger and southern parks. By contrast, haplotypes 12 and 2 
were common in south Kruger and southern Parks, but uncommon in north Kruger and northern 
parks. This would seem to call into question the hypothesis that all elephants in Kruger derived 
from a single source population. 
Finally, we would expect that Kruger National Park, if it had been subject to a founder 




study area were grouped into seven geographic regions and heterozygosity was determined for 
each of the regions. The observed nDNA heterozygosity for elephants in Kruger was higher than 
the value for four of the seven regions, and Kruger overall ranked fourth highest among the 
seven regions (Figure 3.8, Table B.4). Elephants from Hwange Region, the Botswana-Zimbabwe 
border Region, and Gonarezhou Region had observed heterozygosity higher than Kruger, while 
those in Chobe Region, Livingstone Region, and Mapungubwe Region had observed 
heterozygosities lower than the Kruger Region. There was low differentiation between these 
regions (Fst = 0.027, Table B.5) with no significant differentiation between populations (exact 
test of population differentiation p>0.05), and heterozygosity did not differ significantly between 
these regions (Kruskal-Wallis K=5.62; p>0.5). The Kruger population did not significantly differ 
genetically from the overall population (exact test of population differentiation p>0.05), and 
heterozygosity in Kruger did not differ significantly from overall heterozygosity (Mann-Whitney 
U test U=33; p>0.5). 
We did not find evidence of a recent reduction in effective population size when 
considering allele data frequencies (Table B.6). Prob(H>He) is the probability that the 
heterozygosity (H) is larger than the average (He) under the null hypothesis, if Prob(H>He) is 
lower than 0.05, the null hypothesis (mutation drift equilibrium) is rejected in favor of the 
hypothesis of a recent genetic bottleneck. Prob(H>He) for the sign test under the SSM and TPM 
models was >0.5, and Prob(H>He) for both 1-tailed and 2-tailed Wilcoxon tests under the SMM 
and TPM models was >0.5. The mode shift test showed a normal L-shaped distribution as 





Contrary to our hypothesis, the elephant population in Kruger did not show evidence of 
genetic isolation, a depleted gene pool or a strong founder effect. Genetic patterns from nDNA 
showed little differentiation between Kruger and nearby parks, with Kruger elephants showing 
levels of heterozygosity similar to those of nearby regions. Observed heterozygosity in Kruger 
ranked fourth highest when compared to six other populations across the study area, and 
heterozygosity in Kruger did not differ significantly from the overall heterozygosity of all other 
populations combined, and therefore did not show evidence of a depleted gene pool that typically 
results from genetic isolation and/or a small founder population. This is corroborated by the lack 
of evidence of a detectable population bottleneck, suggesting that the Kruger population did not 
experience a recent reduction in effective population size. Although the present study did not 
detect a population bottleneck, previous studies have shown that known population bottlenecks 
are not always detected (Whitehouse and Harley 2001; Peery et al. 2012). The relatively recent 
population extirpation followed by a rapid increase in population size (along with potential 
subsequent migration) may have precluded the genetic signature of a bottleneck in Kruger.  
Our results suggest that the Kruger elephant population was founded by elephants from 
more than one geographic source, and not from a single source population as has been previously 
suggested (Whyte 2001). Mitochondrial DNA frequency comparisons (Figure 3.7) indicated that 
elephants in southern Kruger may have originated from populations south of Kruger, while 
elephants in northern Kruger may have migrated into Kruger from regions north of Kruger. At 
the least, our findings suggest that if Kruger was founded by a single source population, it has 
since been augmented through gene flow and migration from nearby parks either to the north or 




Phylogenetic relationships among most mtDNA haplotypes were poorly resolved by the 
Bayesian analyses, which is not unexpected when using a single relatively short sequence for 
phylogenetic inference. Future studies that aim to better determine the relationships among 
haplotypes should incorporate longer sequences (e.g., complete mitogenomes).  
One relationship that was evident in the Bayesian analysis was the placement of 
Haplotype 15 outside of a clade containing the other savannah elephant haplotypes. Haplotype 
15 along with Haplotypes 16-23 (South-central subclade) and Haplotype 1 (North-central 
subclade) (Figure B.2) are part of the F-clade, a grouping of mitochondrial DNA that is widely 
distributed among savannah elephants across Africa,  but is believed to have originated in 
ancient inter-species transfer from the African forest elephant (Roca et al. 2015). Our findings 
suggest that ancient hybridization and backcrossing led to the transfer of forest mtDNA 
haplotypes that spread through female migration to Kafue National Park which contains 
Haplotype 15 as part of the South-central subclade, and also to other northern parks in the study 
area (e.g., Chobe National Park) that also contain haplotypes from the South-central subclade.  
The discordance between mtDNA and nDNA clusters is consistent with previous reports 
of differences in the African elephant mitochondrial and nuclear phylogeographic patterns 
(Nyakaana and Arctander 1999; Archie et al. 2008; Okello et al. 2008; Ishida et al. 2011).  
Ishida et al. (2011) showed that genetic patterns based on nDNA and mtDNA can be quite 
different across the African continent. Mitochondrial DNA patterns reflect ancient female 
migration, with the patterns persisting due to lack of dispersal of females from core social groups 
(Archie et al. 2007; Fishlock and Lee 2013). By comparison, the male-biased dispersal typical of 




patterns, leading to nDNA phylogeographic patterns that may differ greatly from those present 
among maternally inherited mtDNA.  
Management strategies for elephants in Kruger National Park have encompassed a 
myriad of approaches (Whyte 2001). Early management strived to increase elephant numbers in 
the park, later strategies aimed at decreasing elephant numbers in the park, while current 
strategies aim at sustainable self-regulation of population numbers through ecological processes 
such as resource dependent or induced dispersal and density dependent population growth 
stabilization (van Aarde et al. 1999). Our findings suggest that Kruger’s elephant population has 
not suffered from the negative genetic consequences that may be associated with population 
isolation. This is likely due to historical founding events involving more than one source 
population, along with a rapid increase to a large population size, and possible subsequent 
immigration into Kruger that augmented the gene pool. Similar genetic patterns may be found in 
parks with similar histories to Kruger. Ultimately this study highlights the importance of 
migration and gene flow for maintaining genetic diversity in populations. Our findings suggest 
that Kruger forms part of a functional entity in which migration helped to maintain a relatively 
diverse gene pool. Our findings therefore emphasize the need for conservation initiatives such as 
transfrontier conservation areas that aim at maintaining connectivity between populations. 
Initiatives that maintain connectivity may provide a sustainable, self-regulating management 
approach for elephants in southern Africa that simultaneously upholds genetic diversity and gene 
flow across Kruger and nearby parks. 
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3.8 TABLES AND FIGURES 
3.8.1 Tables 
Table 3.1 Analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) of mtDNA clusters identified by the 
program Geneland showed high differentiation between clusters (Fst), with most of the variation 
attributed to differences among clusters 
 




Among clusters 3 350.274 5.281 86.08 
Within clusters 137 117.059 0.854 13.92 
Total  140 467.333 6.136 100 
Fixation index (Fst):     0.86076    
 
 
Table 3.2 Analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) of nDNA clusters identified by the program 
Geneland showed low differentiation between nDNA clusters (Fst), with most of the variation 
attributed to differences within clusters 
 




Among clusters 3 17.267 0.075 2 
Within clusters 134 453.64 3.385 98 
Total  137 470.913 3.461 100 









Figure 3.1 Study sites and locations where savannah elephant fecal samples were collected 
(circles, n=141). Study site abbreviations include SKNP and NKNP = southern and northern 
Kruger National Park, respectively, South Africa; MAP, LMAP and BZIM = Mapungubwe 
National Park (MAP) and along the Limpopo River that connects Mapungubwe and Kruger 
National Park (LMAP and BZIM), South Africa; TEP and BMAP = Tembe Elephant Park, South 
Africa and Maputo Elephant Reserve, Mozambique; KF = collected from Kafue National Park, 
Zambia; LV = Livingstone Town, Zambia; PT = Pandamatenga, Botswana; MR = Moremi Game 
Reserve, Botswana; SS and SN = south and north Savuti Game reserve, respectively, Botswana; 
CH = Chobe National Park, Botswana; SR = Seronga, Botswana; LY = Linyanti River, 
Botswana; BZ = the border of Botswana and Zimbabwe; HW = Hwange National Park, 





Figure 3.2 A median-joining haplotype network (based on pairwise distances) for all mtDNA 
sequences show separation into groups that correspond to the mtDNA clusters identified using 
Geneland. Outgroup sequences, groups corresponding to Geneland mtDNA Clusters 1 through 4, 
and previously identified mtDNA sublades (Ishida et al. 2013) to which haplotypes in this study 
were assigned are indicated in the dashed rectangles. Haplotypes H1 and H15, each found in 
Kafue in a single individual each, were distinctive from the other sequences and not categorized 
to a subclade. Branch length is proportional to the number of mutational differences (indicated as 
cross-hatches) between haplotypes, circle size is proportionate to the number of individuals 












Figure 3.4 Bayesian analysis showed limited resolution of relationships between mtDNA 
haplotypes, where polytomies were present at several nodes. There was high support for the two 
distinct mtDNA clades. This topology represents a 50% majority-rule consensus tree, with node 




Figure 3.5 Four mtDNA clusters were identified based on a Bayesian clustering algorithm 
implemented in the program Geneland. Most of the “clusters” are discontinuous across 
geographic space, while Cluster 4 was limited to a single geographic location in the extreme 
north of the study region. Cluster details can be found in Table B.3. White and yellow represent 





Figure 3.6 Four nDNA clusters were identified by a Bayesian clustering algorithm implemented 
in the program Geneland. Cluster 1 (8 individuals) falls within the center of the study area, 
cluster 2 (28 individuals) is limited to the extreme north, cluster 3 (24 individuals) is centered in 
the northern part of Kruger National Park in South Africa, and cluster 4 (9 individuals) is 
centered in the southern part of Kruger National Park. White and yellow represent areas of high 





Figure 3.7 Haplotype frequencies are shown for elephants placed into four geographic groupings: 
north of Kruger (N=117), northern Kruger (N=12), southern Kruger (N=7), and south of Kruger 
(N=5). Haplotypes are color coded and shown from common (top) to rare (bottom). The 
haplotype color legend is shown below the bar chart, and common haplotypes in each region are 
indicated on the bar graph. Note the similarity in frequencies of common haplotypes, both 
between north Kruger and northern parks (especially haplotypes 21 and 22) and between south 






Figure 3.8 Observed heterozygosity for seven regions defined by geographic proximity and 
connectivity. The regions are the Botswana-Zimbabwe border Region (BZR) = BZ; Chobe 
Region (CR) = CH, MR, CP, SS, SN, LY; Gonarezhou Region (GR) = GR; Hwange Region 
(HR) = HW, PT; Kruger Region (KR) = NKNP, SKNP; Livingstone Region (LR) = LV; 
Mapungubwe Region (MR) = MAP, LMAP, BZIM. The dashed horizontal line indicates the 
observed heterozygosity of elephants in Kruger National Park, and was included to aid 






























CHAPTER 4: ANCIENT DNA AND ISOTOPE ANALYSES ESTABLISH 
PROVENANCE OF IVORY FROM A 16TH CENTURY SHIPWRECK2 
4.1 ABSTRACT 
Shipwreck cargo provides a snapshot into the past for uncovering human and non-human 
animal histories. On the southwest coast of Namibia, a shipwreck believed to be the Bom Jesus, a 
Portuguese trading ship lost in 1533 en route to India, yielded over 100 unworked elephant tusks 
of unknown provenance. Here, we use paleogenomic (ancient DNA) and stable isotope analyses 
to identify the source of the shipwreck ivory. Nuclear DNA identified the tusks as African forest 
elephant (Loxodonta cyclotis) rather than savanna elephant (Loxodonta africana) ivory. 
Mitochondrial DNA of the ivory cargo was characteristic of elephants from West but not Central 
Africa. Mitochondrial haplotype diversity indicated that the ivory derived from at least 17 
different core social groups of elephants, some of which carried previously undocumented 
haplotypes that may have been subsequently lost due to large-scale killing of elephants for the 
ivory trade. Stable isotope analyses (δ13C and δ15N) indicated that the ivory cargo derived from 
elephants that lived in savanna or mixed forest-savanna habitats, rather than dense forests. Such 
habitats surround the Guinean forest block of West Africa. Current forest elephant range in West 
Africa includes habitats outside the tropical forest; we find that this pattern preceded the 
decimation of West African savanna elephant populations in the 19th and 20th centuries. Our 
findings suggest that Portuguese trade networks in West Africa in the 16th century relied on 
communities who hunted elephants and traded ivory through networks bordering the Guinean 
forest block. Combining paleogenomic, archeological and historical methods provides insights 
                                               
2 Chapter 4 has been submitted for publication as de Flamingh, A., Coutu, A., Sealy, J., Chirikure, S., Bastos, 
A.D.S., Libanda-Mubusisi, N.M., Malhi, R.S., & Roca, A.L. Ancient DNA and isotope analyses establish 
provenance of ivory from a 16th century shipwreck, and is currently undergoing peer-review. The isotope 




into the ivory trade during the formative stages of maritime exchanges linking Europe, Africa 
and Asia and provides a look at the elephant historical ecology in West Africa. 
4.2 INTRODUCTION 
In 2008, alluvial (offshore) diamond mining on the Namibian coast north of the mouth of 
the Orange River uncovered the remains of a shipwreck. The ship carried over 40 tons of  
valuable cargo, including copper, lead and tin ingots, thousands of gold, silver and copper alloy 
coins, elephant tusks, and armaments (Chirikure et al. 2010; Werz 2010; Hauptmann et al. 2016; 
Mowa 2018). The coins were mostly of Portuguese and Spanish origin (Figure 4.1), including 
Portuguese 10-cruzado gold coins minted in 1525 at the behest of King João III (Alves 2011). 
These coins had a high gold content which led to them being hoarded, rather than traded; as a 
result, they were withdrawn by royal decree in the late 1530s (Chirikure et al. 2010; Alves 
2011). Thus, the ship likely wrecked between 1525 and the 1530s. The ship is believed to be the 
Bom Jesus, a Portuguese trading vessel lost in 1533, reportedly “near the Cape of Good Hope” 
(Academia Das Ciências De Lisboa 1979; Xavier 1989; Werz 2010). This is the oldest 
Portuguese shipwreck discovered thus far in sub-Saharan Africa (Werz 2010). The Bom Jesus 
was a nau (Portuguese trading ship), designed for the India trade, one of the most lucrative and 
strategic commercial routes of the time. Naus were armed against attack and could carry large 
quantities of cargo and enough supplies to make the long journey through the Atlantic Ocean, 
around the Cape of Good Hope, and on to India (Castro et al. 2010).  
The wreck yielded more than 100 unworked elephant tusks, which is the largest 
archaeological deposit of intact African elephant tusks ever found (Figure 4.1). Since only part of 
the ship was preserved, there may originally have been many more tusks. The tusks are of 




indiscriminately, both males and females, young and old alike (Chirikure et al. 2010; Alves 
2011). Although one may hypothesize that the tusks originated in West Africa because the 
Portuguese were actively trading there at that time (Chirikure et al. 2010; Newitt 2010; Mowa 
2018), there has been no clear evidence of where they originated. The geographic provenance of 
these tusks, therefore, has remained unknown. 
Portuguese ships explored the West African coast from 1415 (Thornton 2007). These 
exploratory voyages were generally made with small ships such as caravels, which were easy to 
maneuver in and out of ports along the coastline (Boxer 1991; de Castro 2005). Portuguese ships 
reached Cape Bojador in 1434, established a fortified trading station in Arguim (Mauritania) in 
1443, reached the Senegal seaboard in 1445, then Guinea-Bissau in 1446 (Lawrence 1963; 
Newitt 2010). In 1462, the Portuguese founded the first permanent European settlement in West 
Africa on the Cape Verde Islands. Ongoing exploration reached the coast of modern Ghana in 
1471, the Bight of Benin in 1475 and the mouth of the Congo in 1482 (Ijoma 1982; Garfield 
1992). Also in 1482, the Portuguese built a fort at an established trading post in West Africa, São 
Jorge de Mina, or Elmina, Ghana, on the south-western edge of the Dahomey Gap (Blake 1942; 
Fritze 2002) (Figure 4.2). The Dahomey Gap comprises a mosaic of drier-land vegetation types, 
providing a corridor through dense forest between the coast and the interior (White 1983). This 
vegetation distribution has existed for thousands of years (Sowunmi 2004). Coastal settlements 
near the Dahomey Gap expanded as Elmina became an important entrepôt for Atlantic Ocean 
ships from the 15th century.  
By the early 16th century, the Portuguese had four major fortified trading bases along the 
West African coast: Arguim (Mauritania), Santiago Island (Cape Verde), Elmina (Ghana) and 




Portuguese crown attempted to control Atlantic trade (primarily in gold and slaves) by linking 
into already established African trade networks, excluding other European nations and 
prohibiting unauthorized trading by private Portuguese merchants (Mark and da Silva Horta 
2013).  
Raw and carved ivories were exported from the West African coast to Portugal from the 
mid-15th century in exchange for European goods such as textiles and metals (Thornton 1998; 
Afonso and da Silva Horta 2013). Ivory objects such as salt cellars, spoons, and olifants (hunting 
horns made of elephant tusk) were carved by West African artists as part of an indigenous artistic 
tradition, adapted in these ‘Luso-African ivories’ to include European motifs in order to appeal 
to the European market (Afonso and da Silva Horta 2013; Mark and da Silva Horta 2013). 
Elephant ivory also formed part of gift exchanges between West African ambassadors and the 
Portuguese king (Afonso and da Silva Horta 2013). Ivory exported to Portugal during the 15th – 
17th centuries originated from three main regions along the West African coast: Senegambia, the 
Gulf of Guinea, and the Loango coast south to Angola (Soares 2017) (see Figure 4.2). Islands 
such as Cape Verde and São Tomé became important centers of trade: ivory (and other goods) 
were trans-shipped to the islands in order to be counted, weighed, and then sent to Casa da Índia 
in Lisbon, which was the central clearing house for African and Indian imports to Portugal 
(Garfield 1992; de Castro 2005; de Alencastro 2007; Soares 2017). Because the Great Lisbon 
earthquake and fire of 1755 destroyed the archives of the Casa da Índia, identification of the 
shipwreck as the Bom Jesus relied on other records (e.g. Academia Das Ciências De Lisboa 
1979; Xavier 1989). Centralized loading of outgoing long-distance trading vessels in Lisbon 
enabled tight control of the valuable cargo. Naus designed for the India trade sailed south-




Atlantic and south-eastwards on the trade winds (de Castro 2005; Newitt 2010). Between 1531 
and 1540, 80 vessels including the Bom Jesus sailed from Lisbon to Asia on the India route 
(Schwartz SB 2007). Due to the strong current east of the Gulf of Guinea, ships on the India 
route typically did not tack along the West African coastline on their departure from Cape Verde 
(de Castro 2005; Newitt 2010). This would preclude the Bom Jesus having picked up ivory along 
the West African coast on the outward-bound journey to the East and instead suggests the ivory 
on the ship probably came from a stockpile from earlier trade.  
Large-scale extraction of raw ivory became a major part of Atlantic commerce, with 
Portuguese ships supplying an African commodity to India via the maritime routes of the Indian 
Ocean. This external, global demand for ivory relied on pre-existing West African trade 
networks, yet very little is known about the geographic distribution of the elephants which were 
hunted for the trade, the communities who moved this ivory across these regions, or how local 
networks were transformed by incorporation into Atlantic commerce. This study, therefore, uses 
a combination of ancient DNA and stable isotope analyses to determine the provenance of the 
tusks recovered from the Bom Jesus shipwreck to shed light on the trade in ivory, which linked 
hunters, craftsmen, traders of West Africa and Portuguese merchants in the 16th century.   
Molecular methods can be used to trace the geographic provenance of elephants by using 
extracted DNA. Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) can establish the provenance of elephants 
because it is transmitted only by females. Female elephants are matrilocal and usually remain 
with their natal social groups throughout their lives in a relatively restricted geographic range 
(Archie et al. 2007; Fishlock and Lee 2013). African elephant mtDNA haplotypes group into 8 
subclades, each of which is geographically restricted (Ishida et al. 2013) (Figure 4.3A). Each 




been reported only from elephants within a single country or a single locality within a country 
(Ishida et al. 2013).  
African elephants comprise two genetically distinct species, the African savanna elephant 
(Loxodonta africana) and the African forest elephant (Loxodonta cyclotis) (Grubb et al. 2000; 
Roca et al. 2001). Today, L. cyclotis occur mostly in densely forested environments (Maisels et 
al. 2013). Exterior features of the tusks such as morphology and size vary within and between 
species and between the sexes; for example, large tusks have been found in both savanna and 
forest elephant bulls (Sukumar 2003). A molecular approach is thus necessary to determine the 
species of elephant from which the shipwreck tusks derived. Historical hybridization and 
backcrossing between elephant species has led to introgression of forest elephant mtDNA into 
savanna elephants (Roca et al. 2015). Therefore, nuclear DNA (nDNA), which shows little or no 
introgression between the species, was examined to ensure accurate species identification (Ishida 
et al. 2011). 
Carbon and nitrogen stable isotope ratios were measured in the shipwreck ivory to 
determine the diets and habitats of the elephants from which the tusks derived. African elephants 
are mixed feeders, consuming a variety of plants, including trees, grass, bark, and fruit. African 
elephants living in dense forest environments primarily consume C3 plants, while elephants 
living in more open shrub or grassland environments consume a mixture of C3 shrubs and trees 
and C4 grasses. The mean δ13C for modern C3 plants is -28.77 ± 2.68‰ (n=3478), and for 
modern C4 plants is -12.90 ±1.52‰ (n=137) (Cornwell et al. 2016). The stable carbon isotope 
ratios measured in ivory originate from the plant food the elephant consumed, which in turn is an 
indication of the habitats that had been inhabited by the elephants. The δ13C and δ15N values for 




δ13Ccollagen for wild African elephants range from -27‰ for pure C3 feeders in deep forests to -
11‰ for savannah elephants consuming substantial quantities of C4 grass (Van der Merwe et al. 
1990; Cerling et al. 2007; Codron et al. 2012; Coutu et al. 2016; Ziegler et al. 2016). 
Variation of 15N in elephants is driven primarily by nitrogen cycling in the soil, which is 
strongly influenced by moisture availability (Amundson et al. 2003; Aranibar et al. 2004; 
Murphy and Bowman 2006, 2009). Published δ 15Ncollagen values for wild African elephants range 
from 2 to 17‰ in moist to arid areas, respectively (Heaton et al. 1986; Van der Merwe et al. 
1990; Vogel et al. 1990; Ishibashi et al. 1999; Cerling et al. 2007; Codron et al. 2012; Coutu et 
al. 2016; Ziegler et al. 2016). If the elephants from the shipwreck ivory cargo originated from a 
range of diverse habitats with different rainfall regimes, we would expect to see a similarly large 
range in the δ 15N values of the shipwreck ivory. 
We thus used paleogenomic (ancient DNA) methods to identify species of elephant and 
the broad geographic range (West, Central, Southern and/or East Africa) from which tusks were 
harvested, and stable isotope analysis to identify the vegetation and habitat in which the 
elephants lived and fed. Integrating paleogenomic analyses and stable isotope measurements 
with historical records allowed us to infer the origins of shipwreck ivory with a resolution that 
would not have been possible using any one of these approaches on their own.  
4.3 RESULTS 
4.3.1 Paleogenomic results 
DNA was successfully extracted from 44 of 62 (71%) of the shipwreck ivory samples for 
which sufficient material was available. A ~436 bp region of the D-loop mtDNA control region 
was amplified for all 44 shipwreck ivory samples. In order to compare the shipwreck ivory 




2013), a median-joining (MJ) network was constructed (Figure 4.3B) that included sequences 
from the shipwreck ivory and from 24 previously published reference samples (Table C.1) 
representative of the 8 subclades. The shipwreck ivory samples grouped only with the West-
central and the Western subclades of mtDNA, and did not group with any of the other subclades 
(Figure 4.3). Out of the 44 ivory DNA samples, 23 grouped with the Western mtDNA subclade, 
which is carried only by elephants from West Africa. Thus these 23 tusks were determined to be 
from West Africa. The other 21 sequences grouped within the West-central subclade, which is 
carried by elephants in both West and Central Africa (Fifure 4.3A). The shipwreck ivory had a 
total of 17 distinct mtDNA haplotypes (Figure 4.3B). Female elephant philopatry and the lack of 
dispersal from core natal social groups suggest that the ivory was derived from at least 17 core 
social groups (“herds”) (Archie et al. 2007; Fishlock and Lee 2013). 
Although subclades of mtDNA have broad geographic distributions across Africa, the 
distribution of each distinct haplotype sequence within a subclade may be much more limited 
geographically. For this reason, the shipwreck ivory mtDNA haplotypes were compared to 37 
previously published mtDNA sequences which are also known to be within the West-central 
(n=29) and Western (n=8) mtDNA subclades (Table C.2). A 336 bp alignment of overlapping 
sequences was used to generate a median joining network. Many of the shipwreck ivory 
sequences grouped with haplotypes carried only by elephants from West Africa. While some 
shipwreck ivory sequences were also carried by elephants from both West and Central Africa, in 
no case did the shipwreck sequences match haplotypes carried exclusively by elephants in 
Central Africa (Figure 4.3C). Three of the ivory haplotypes were shared by only West African 
elephants (Figure 4.3C – black arrows), and only a single ivory haplotype was shared with both 




To further examine the origin of the shipwreck ivory, we generated the same ~436 bp 
region of the D-loop from 16 geographically-referenced elephant samples collected across Africa 
in the late 20th century (Table C.3) from a reference collection at the University of Cape Town, 
South Africa (UCT). These newly sequenced 20th century geographically-referenced samples 
showed that in West Africa, the West-central and Western mtDNA clades extended further west 
geographically than has been previously reported, with both clades detected in Liberia and Sierra 
Leone. In a median-joining network, the shipwreck ivory haplotypes grouped with the 
haplotypes of the newly sequenced 20th century West African elephants (Figure C.1). A West 
African origin for all of the shipwreck ivory is further supported by the complete absence among 
the ivory samples of haplotypes from the North-central, East-central or South-central subclades 
of African elephant mtDNA, which are common in elephants from Central Africa (Figure 4.3A) 
but absent from West Africa. Overall, the evidence strongly supports a West African origin for 
the ivory.  
For nine of the shipwreck ivory samples, we assembled complete mitogenomes, with a 
range of 3-36X average coverage for individual mitogenomes and ~13X average coverage across 
all mitogenomes (Table C.4). These were compared to 11 previously published mitogenomes 
(Table C.5). The ancient shipwreck ivory mitogenomes grouped with mitogenomes from 
individuals from West Africa (Sierra Leone and the Ivory Coast) in a maximum likelihood tree 
(Figure 4.3D). The shipwreck ivory DNA showed damage patterns typical of ancient DNA 
(Figure C.2) with increased nucleotide misincorporations towards the terminal ends of the DNA 
molecules (Briggs et al. 2007). Although present, the ivory DNA damage patterns were minor, 
likely due to the good preservation of the ancient ivory samples. The genomic libraries used to 




same samples as those used for the shorter D-loop analysis. For all DNA extractions per sample, 
the complete mitogenome and D-loop analyses resulted in consistent mtDNA subclade 
assignments for the sample.  
Among African elephants, haplotypes from three mtDNA subclades (Northern-savanna, 
Savanna-wide and Southeast-savanna subclades) have been detected only among savanna 
elephants (see Figure 4.3A). The complete absence of haplotypes from these three subclades 
among the shipwreck ivory suggested that the tusks were from forest and not savanna elephants. 
However, mtDNA from the Western and West-central subclades is known to have introgressed 
from forest into savanna elephants, so that nuclear DNA markers are more appropriate for 
genetically identifying the two species of African elephant. We examined SNPs within 3 short 
unlinked chromosome segments that are known to be fixed between the two species (Ishida et al. 
2011). In each case, the nucleotide at the SNP matched the character state diagnostic of the 
African forest elephant and in no case did it ever match that of the African savanna elephant 
(Table C.6).  
4.3.2 Stable carbon and nitrogen isotope results 
Dentine collagen was successfully isolated from 97 of 100 shipwreck ivory samples 
(Table C.7). δ13C values ranged from -22.2 to -17.1‰, with a mean of -20.4±1.2‰ (Figure 4.4). 
The most negative values were from elephants that consumed purely C3 diets; more positive 
values reflected some C4 grass consumption. δ15N values of 97 shipwreck ivory samples ranged 
from 4.8 to 9.0‰, with a mean of 6.8±0.8‰ (Figure 4.4). Such values typically derive from 
mesic terrestrial environments. Taken together, the range of values seen here indicate that these 





For four tusks, we had samples large enough to analyse a series of seasonal growth 
increments, in order to assess within-individual dietary variation over time (Figure C.3). We 
conducted this analysis to compare the within-tusk variation to the variation between individuals 
found in the single averaged measurement from each tusk, shown in Figure 4.4. δ13C values 
measured in each of the four tusks ranged from -24.0 to -17.1‰ and δ15N values from 5.6 to 
8.3‰. Only one tusk had within-tusk measurements which indicated a cyclical pattern of 
increasing and decreasing δ13C values over a series of 23 growth increments. This pattern could 
indicate switching between C3 browse and C4 graze in dry and wet seasons, respectively, as 
documented in stable isotope values from serially-sampled tissues (ivory and tail hair) in modern 
savanna elephants from eastern and southern Africa (Cerling et al. 2009; Codron et al. 2012, 
2013; Coutu 2019). Overall, the range of values found in the four tusks that were serially 
sampled are typical of elephants that live in savanna environments and feed on both C3 and C4 
plants. These values thus do not reveal substantial changes in consumption patterns or habitat 
over multiple years when the tusk was growing.  
4.3.3 Sample preservation 
The shipwreck and its contents are very well preserved (Figure 4.1; Chirikure et al. 
2010), and we were able to extract DNA successfully from more than 70% of the ivory samples 
tested, and collagen from 97%. The high quality of molecular preservation in the shipwreck 
ivory may be due to the ivory having been consistently waterlogged since the wreck in the cold 
water of the Benguela Current, which carries cold Antarctic water northwards up the west coast 
of Africa. Cold temperatures are suggested to be effective at preserving ancient DNA in 





The ivory sampled from the Bom Jesus shipwreck originated from West African forest 
elephants (Loxodonta cyclotis). The tusks were identified as being from this species using 
nuclear loci with fixed differences between the two African elephant species, which was also 
consistent with the absence of tusks from three mitochondrial subclades found only among 
savanna elephants. There were also overlapping lines of evidence establishing that the 
provenance of the ivory was West Africa. Twenty-three of the shipwreck tusks had mtDNA that 
matched the Western mtDNA subclade, which is present only in West Africa (Figure 4.3A, B). 
While haplotypes from the remaining 21 shipwreck tusks grouped with the West-central 
subclade found in both West and Central Africa, these sequences matched geographically-
referenced samples from West Africa and not Central Africa (Figure 4.3C). The complete 
absence of haplotypes from other mtDNA subclades further supported a West African origin for 
the tusks. Sequences from the North-central, East-central and South-central subclades would 
almost certainly have been present in the tusks had the ivory been harvested in Central Africa 
(Figure 4.3A), but these were not detected.  
The δ13C and δ15N values of the shipwreck ivory cluster most closely with modern 
elephants from environments with mosaic vegetation encompassing both shrub and wooded 
savanna in Benin, Burkina Faso, Chad, Central African Republic, Niger and some elephants 
from Angola and South Africa (Figure 4.4; Table C.8; CILSS - Comité Permanent Inter-états de 
Lutte contre la Sécheresse dans le Sahel 2016). Shipwreck ivory δ13C values are more positive 
than those of modern elephants from Cameroon, Democratic Republic of the Congo, and Liberia, 
which have 13C-depleted values reflecting pure C3 diets in deep forest/rainforest habitats with 
continuous tree canopy (Van der Merwe and Medina 1991; Cerling et al. 2004; Bonafini et al. 




Shipwreck samples with the most positive δ13C values fall within the range of modern 
comparative samples from open or shrub savanna environments, where elephants consume 
substantial proportions of C4 grasses (Cerling et al. 2009; Codron et al. 2012; Coutu et al. 2016). 
δ15N values fall in the lower to middle part of the range documented for African elephants, 
encompassing the values for elephants living in habitats in Angola, Benin, Burkina Faso, Chad, 
Central African Republic and Niger. They also overlap with values for ivory from East African 
coastal forests (Coutu et al. 2016), which have discontinuous canopies and patches of open 
grassy vegetation (White 1983). The shipwreck ivory δ15N values do not cluster with those of 
elephants from Angola, Namibia or South Africa, where high δ15N values (above 10‰) result 
from open, arid grassland savanna environments, nor with elephants from the Democratic 
Republic of the Congo, which have high δ15N values due to living in dense forests (Cerling et al. 
2009; Coutu et al. 2016). 
Taken together, the δ13C and δ15N values of the shipwreck ivory extend over 46% of the 
total variation in δ13C and 49% of the total variation in δ15N measured in the geographically-
referenced African elephants shown in Figure 4.4. The cargo of tusks was therefore likely 
sourced from elephants that lived in many different habitats, but not from deep forests or arid 
environments. This is consistent with the mtDNA evidence that the elephants derived from at 
least 17 core social groups (“herds”). The assignment of the ivory to this large number of 
elephant lineages from different habitats suggests that the ivory loaded onto the Bom Jesus was 
sourced from stockpiles in Lisbon, where the ship was loaded for the voyage to India (Soares 
2017).  
In West Africa, the historic range of savanna elephants was likely continuous across the 




current distributional range of forest elephants includes habitats both inside and outside the 
tropical forest (Tchamba and Seme 1993; Groves and Grubb 2000; Grubb et al. 2000; Mondol et 
al. 2015). Mondol et al. (2015) found that elephants with forest elephant genotypes occur in 
savanna landscapes in the Pendjari-Arli complex in West Africa, while Groves and Grubb (2000) 
report skull morphologies typical of forest elephants from some West African savannas. In West 
Africa, the dense tropical lowland rainforests of the Guinean forest block are currently 
surrounded by dry forest and thicket, and a mosaic of forest and savannah (Figure 4.2) (White 
1983). For example, the Dahomey Gap on the eastern edge of the Guinean forest block, which 
existed long before the 16th century (Sowunmi 2004), is a mosaic of savannah and drier type 
lowland rain-forest. Such secondary forests, coastal savannahs and derived savannahs were 
present in coastal regions on either side of the Guinean forest block during the 16th century and 
may have been utilized by forest elephants during that time. Before our analyses, the recent 
distribution of forest elephants in West Africa outside of tropical forest habitats could be 
attributed to the decimation of savanna elephants in West Africa in the 19th and 20th centuries 
(Michelmore et al. 1994; Maisels et al. 2013). Our combined genetic and isotope results suggest 
that utilization of savanna habitats by forest elephants in West Africa preceded the decimation of 
savanna elephants, and dates back to at least the 15th century.  
Contemporary West African forest elephant populations may have limited genetic 
diversity compared to historical populations. Only two of ten Western subclade mtDNA 
haplotypes present among the 16th century tusks have been reported among contemporary 
populations (Figure 4.3C), likely reflecting the reduction of West African elephant range by 93% 
in the last century (Roth and Douglas-Hamilton 1991). This is of conservation concern because 




outcomes, such as expression of deleterious alleles, reduced reproductive fitness and increased 
risk of population extirpation (Allendorf et al. 2013).  
4.5 CONCLUSION 
This interdisciplinary study uses paleogenomic and stable isotope approaches to analyze 
a large cargo of elephant tusks recovered from a 16th century shipwreck, providing information 
on the species of elephant, their geographic provenance, and habitat characteristics of the 
landscape in which they lived. The paleogenomic results determined that the ivory derived from 
forest elephants from West Africa, while the stable isotope data showed that the elephants lived 
outside of the deep tropical forest. This study provides new insights into 16th century Portuguese 
maritime routes, involving major trading posts such as São Jorge de Mina, or Elmina (Fritze 
2002). Based on combined genetic and isotope analyses, the elephants hunted for the ivory cargo 
of the Bom Jesus originated from forest elephants from habitats outside of the Guinean forest 
block.  The tusks are evidence for exploitation of raw ivory for export from West Africa via 
Portuguese vessels, to supply the Indian Ocean rim with a sought-after commodity.   
Our study demonstrates the value of an interdisciplinary approach that incorporates 
archeological, paleogenomic and conservation genetic methodologies, combining genetic and 
isotopic analyses of ancient ivory with historical information. In addition to identifying the 
origins of tusks from a 16th century shipwreck, we have been able to reconstruct long-term 
histories of elephant populations relevant to conservation genetics. With a resolution not possible 
using any single approach, our interdisciplinary methodologies enable examination of patterns of 
ivory acquisition and circulation during the formative stages of maritime trade that linked 




incorporate interdisciplinary approaches such as ours for understanding the historical ecology of 
an endangered species, as well as to reconstruct the history of maritime and terrestrial commerce.  
4.6 METHODS 
4.6.1 DNA extraction 
DNA was extracted from 62 ancient ivory samples using an ancient DNA extraction 
protocol previously developed and optimized by the Malhi ancient DNA laboratory (Cui et al. 
2013) at the Carl R. Woese Institute for Genomic Biology, University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign (UIUC). All shipwreck ivory DNA extractions were conducted in this facility in a 
laboratory dedicated to the analysis of ancient DNA. DNA was extracted from 20th century 
historical reference samples from the University of Cape Town (UCT) collection in a dedicated 
Bio-Safety Level 2 laboratory at the University of Pretoria (UP), South Africa. The UP 
laboratory was decontaminated with DNA-off prior to the initiation of the project, and the entire 
laboratory was UV sterilized on a daily basis using a UV ceiling light for at least 1 hour. Using 
swabs, we sampled multiple surfaces in the laboratory and none of the surface samples yielded 
PCR amplicons for elephant mtDNA. No samples other than the 20th century historical reference 
samples were processed in this laboratory for the duration of this project. PCR amplification of 
both the shipwreck ivory and the 20th century historical reference samples was carried out in 
laboratories that were isolated from other laboratories in which DNA extractions were carried 
out. To ensure that external or cross-sample contamination was avoided, extraction and PCR-
negative controls were included with each round of sample processing, and not more than 8 
samples were processed at any one time. 




A 436 bp fragment was amplified for 44 of the 62 ivory samples, and for 16 twentieth-
century geographically-referenced samples from the UCT collection, using published mtDNA D-
loop primers (Nyakaana and Arctander 1999). These sequences were compared to those of eight 
previously reported African elephant mtDNA subclades (Ishida et al. 2013). We downloaded 
three 4258-base pair (bp) reference sequences for each of the eight mtDNA subclades from the 
original dataset used by (Ishida et al. 2013), aligned our shorter 436 bp sequences to the longer 
reference sequences using the program MUSCLE (Edgar 2004), and trimmed the sequences so 
that only regions present in both the reference sequences and the ivory sequences were included 
in the final alignment. The alignment was then used to construct a median-joining network in the 
software POPART (Population Analysis with Reticulate Trees) (Leigh and Bryant 2015) that 
compared shipwreck ivory to mtDNA subclade reference sequences (Figure 4.3B), to novel 
twentieth-century geographically-referenced and published mtDNA sequences from West and 
Central African elephants (Figure C.1). 
A geographically-referenced database was compiled for haplotypes within the two 
mtDNA subclades that the ivory grouped with (Western and West-central mtDNA subclades) by 
downloading previously reported D-loop mtDNA elephant sequences from GenBank and coding 
them to reflect the geographic origin (West Africa or Central Africa) of those elephants. We 
aligned (Edgar 2004) the 436 bp ancient ivory sequences to the geographically-referenced 
database (336 bp), and trimmed the data so that only overlapping regions were present in the 
final alignment. The alignment was then used to infer a pairwise-distance based median-joining 
network (Leigh and Bryant 2015) (Figure 4.3C). It is important to note that some studies 
reporting reference sequences failed to list the frequency at which each haplotype was observed. 




referenced haplotypes from West or from Central Africa, and thus the frequency at which 
haplotypes were observed in populations was not of concern. 
4.6.3 Mitogenome sequencing and analyses 
Genomic libraries were constructed for nine ancient ivory samples using the NEBNext® 
Ultra IITM DNA Library Prep kit and NEBNext® Multiplex Oligos (Unique Dual Indexes) for 
Illumina®. Libraries were pooled and shotgun sequenced on a HiSeq 4000 platform at the UIUC 
Core Sequencing Facility. Reads were de-multiplexed and trimmed using AdapterRemoval 
(Lindgreen 2012) to have a minimum sequence length of 25 bp. Reads were aligned to the 
assembled African elephant genome (Loxodonta africana assembly Loxafr 3.0) and to a 
published forest elephant mitogenome (Brandt et al. 2012a) using bowtie2 (Langmead and 
Salzberg 2012) with the local alignment option, and capping fragment length at 1000 bp. Aligned 
sequences were transformed to BAM format in SAMtools v. 1.1 (Li et al. 2009). Using 
SAMtools, BAM files were filtered to remove unmapped reads and reads with a quality score 
less than 30, were sorted and indexed, and PCR duplicates were removed. Consensus sequences 
were generated from the de-duplicated alignment files in Geneious R7 (www.geneious.com). 
Ancient DNA damage patterns were verified by aligning trimmed reads to the African forest 
elephant mitogenome with BWA (Li and Durbin 2010) and quantifying damage in mapDamage2 
(Jónsson et al. 2013) using a fragment size of 70 bp. All bioinformatic analyses were performed 
using the Biocluster2 supercomputer of the Carl R. Woese Institute for Genomic Biology. 
Consensus sequences of ancient ivory mitogenomes were compared to 11 previously 
published African elephant mitogenomes (Table C.6) by inferring a maximum likelihood (ML) 
tree in RaXML (Stamatakis 2014). Jmodeltest (Darriba et al. 2012) indicated that the 




analysis which was repeated 1000 times with 100 bootstrap iterations for each run. The best ML 
tree was identified using the rapid bootstrapping algorithm in RaXML (Stamatakis 2014) and 
FigTree (Rambaut and Drummond 2009) was used to visualize the tree using a mid-point root. 
These reference sequences included published complete mitogenomes from two woolly 
mammoths (Mammuthus primigenius) with GenBank accession numbers EU155210 and 
EU153449 (Gilbert et al. 2008), two African savanna elephants (Loxodonta africana) with 
Genbank accession numbers NC000934 (Hauf et al. 2000) and AB443879 (Murata et al. 2009), 
and seven African forest elephants (Loxodonta cyclotis) with Genbank accession numbers 
KY616976, KY616978-9, KJ557423-4, JN673263-4 (Brandt et al. 2012a; Finch et al. 2014; 
Meyer et al. 2017).  
4.6.4 Single nucleotide polymorphisms for nuclear DNA gene regions 
To determine the species identity of the elephants from which the tusks had been 
harvested, we amplified short nDNA regions from three genes (BGN, PHK, PLP) that contain 
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that show fixed character state differences between 
forest and savanna elephants (Ishida et al. 2011) following the amplification procedure described 
in (Ishida et al. 2011; Cui et al. 2013) (SI Table 7). 
4.6.5 Stable carbon and nitrogen isotope analysis 
Elephant tusks grow continuously and incrementally. To average possible seasonal and 
annual variation, we removed small pieces of ivory extending across multiple growth layers. 
Sampling attempted to minimise damage to the tusks. In the laboratory, sample surfaces were 
cleaned by sanding with a Dremel hand drill fitted with an emery disc. Collagen was extracted 
by demineralising in 0.3M HCl at room temperature for several days to 2 weeks, then rinsed with 




NaOH overnight to remove base soluble contaminants and again rinsed with distilled water to 
neutrality. The samples were then put into pH 3, 0.01M HCl and heated to 70º C for 48 hours to 
denature the collagen (‘gelatinization’), then filtered through 60-90 µm Ezee® filters and 
lyophilized. Dentine collagen was successfully extracted from 97 of 100 shipwreck ivory 
samples. 
A subset of four tusks was sampled multiple times, targeting successive growth 
increments to explore variation in isotope values across the lifetime of the elephants. 
Approximately 10 milligrams of powder were drilled from each increment using a Microdrill. 
Collagen was extracted from each powder by demineralising in 0.3M HCl at room temperature 
overnight, then rinsing with distilled water to neutrality, centrifuging between rinses. Due to 
sample size constraints, only a single δ13C and δ15N measurement was obtained for each powder.  
Approximately 0.5 milligrams of each extract were weighed into a tin capsule and 
combusted at 1020ºC in a Thermo Flash Elemental Analyser 2000 coupled to a Delta V Plus 
mass spectrometer for measurement of carbon and nitrogen isotope ratios as well as elemental 
compositions (%C, %N). The results are expressed in the delta (δ) notation in parts per thousand 
(‰), relative to the international standards Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite (VPDB) for carbon and 
Ambient Inhalable Reservoir (AIR) for nitrogen. All samples other than serial samples were run 
in duplicate and the values averaged. The standard deviation of repeated measurements (n=40) of 
homogeneous standard materials was ≤0.2‰ for both δ13C and δ15N.  
4.6.6 GIS data for cartography 
We used ArcMap (ESRI 2011, ArcGIS Desktop: Release 10. Redlands, CA: 




World Countries (Generalized) layer from ESRI and the UNESCO/UNEP vegetation layers 
(White 1983). Trading post locations are indicated with current country names. 
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Figure 4.1 The Bom Jesus shipwreck had a rich cargo that included several types of gold coins 
(top image). 10-cruzado coins (cross insignia) minted under the reign of King João III of 
Portugal in 1525, and withdrawn in the 1530s, helped to date the shipwreck (Werz 2010). Other 
coins included Spanish excelente coins showing the profiles of King Ferdinand V of Aragon and 
Queen Isabella I of Castille (Werz 2010). The shipwreck cargo also included more than 100 
unworked elephant tusks of various sizes (bottom image). (Images by Amy Toensing, licensed 





Figure 4.2 West Africa has a variety of terrestrial vegetation types (color-coded), including dense 
tropical lowland rainforests and mosaics of forests, as well as savannas (White 1983). In the 
early 16th century, Portuguese merchants operated at several ports and trading regions (red 
circles) along the West African coast (4). Ports shown are Ceuta (Spain – circle 1), Azemour 
(Morocco, circle 2), Safi (Morocco, circle 3), Arguim & Cape Blanco (Mauritania, circle 4), 
Cape Verde (Cape Verde Islands, circle 5), Bezeguiche (Dakar, Senegal, circle 6), Joal (Senegal, 
circle 7), Sutuco & the Gambia River (The Gambia, circle 8), Elmina (São Jorge de Mina, 
Ghana, circle 9), and the islands of São Tomé and Príncipe (circle 10). The inset map in the 
bottom left shows the location of Lisbon in Portugal and of the shipwreck site on the coast of 







Figure 4.3 The shipwreck ivory originated in West Africa. (A) Ishida et al. (2013) have shown 
that African elephant mtDNA haplotypes group into 8 well-supported subclades (color-coded) 
that are geographically structured across Africa (Ishida et al. 2013). (B) A median-joining 
network shows that mtDNA from the shipwreck ivory grouped with only two of the mtDNA 
subclades reported by Ishida et al. (2013) (Ishida et al. 2013). The West-central subclade (dark 
blue box) is found among elephants in both West and Central Africa, while the Western subclade 
(light blue box) is found only in West Africa (as is also indicated in panel A by the dashed lines). 
Note that the ivory haplotypes never grouped within mtDNA subclades that are common among 
savanna elephants or among central African forest elephants. (C) The ivory mtDNA sequences 
were also placed in a network with all modern sequences of the Western and West-central 
mtDNA subclades (haplotypes carried by West African elephants are in dark blue, those from 
Central Africa are in orange). When the shipwreck ivory shared mtDNA haplotypes with a 
geographically-referenced sample, the shared haplotype was always reported to be either from 




Figure 4.3 (cont.) Central Africa. (D) Complete mitogenomes generated for nine of the ancient 
shipwreck ivory samples grouped with modern elephants from West Africa for both subclades. 
The mid-point rooted maximum likelihood tree shows bootstrap values (asterisk indicates 
100%). Panel A is modified from (Ishida et al. 2013) with permission under the terms of the 
Creative Commons Attribution License (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-
nc/3.0/legalcode). Panels B and C show pairwise distance-based median joining networks in 
which branch lengths are proportional to the number of mutational differences (indicated as 
cross-hatches) between haplotypes, and circle size is related to the number of individuals 





Figure 4.4 Shipwreck ivory δ13C and δ15N values, compared with reference samples from 
elephants from known locations in southern and western Africa (Van der Merwe et al. 1990; 
Codron et al. 2012; Coutu et al. 2016; Table S7 and S8). Black filled circles are shipwreck ivory 
samples, other black icons correspond to elephant samples from mesic shrub and wooded 
savanna environments, orange open icons correspond to elephant samples from drier, open 
savanna habitats, and green open icons represent elephant samples from closed canopy forest 
habitats. More positive δ13C values reflect consumption of substantial quantities of C4 grass. δ13C 
values of reference elephant samples have been corrected for depletion of 13C in atmospheric 
CO2 since the Industrial Revolution, due to burning of fossil fuels, to enable direct comparison 
with the shipwreck archaeological samples (Hellevang and Aagaard 2015). The shipwreck ivory 
clusters with elephants from environments with mosaic vegetation encompassing both shrub and 
wooded savanna. The range of values in the shipwreck ivory also overlaps with a variety of 
elephant habitats, suggesting that the cargo of ivory was sourced from elephants which lived in a 




CHAPTER 5: ACCURATE SEX IDENTIFICATION OF ANCIENT ELEPHANT AND 
OTHER ANIMAL REMAINS USING LOW-COVERAGE DNA SHOTGUN 
SEQUENCING DATA3 
5.1 ABSTRACT 
Sex identification of ancient animal biological remains can benefit our understanding of 
historical population structure, demography and social behavior. Traditional methods for sex 
identification (e.g. osteological and morphometric comparisons) may be ineffective when animal 
remains are not well preserved, when sex distinguishing characteristics have not yet developed, 
or where organisms do not exhibit sex-associated phenotypic dimorphisms. Here we adapt a 
method developed for human sex determination so that it can be used to identify the sex of 
ancient and modern animal taxa. The method identifies sex by calculating the ratio of DNA reads 
aligning to the X chromosome to DNA reads aligning to autosomes (termed the Rx ratio). We 
tested the accuracy of this method using low coverage genomes from 15 modern elephants for 
which sex was known. We then applied this method to ancient elephant ivory samples for which 
sex was unknown, and describe how this method can be further adapted to the genomes of other 
taxa. This method may be especially useful when only low-coverage genomic data is obtainable. 
Furthermore, because this method relies on only the X and not the Y chromosome, it can be used 
to determine the sex of organisms for which a reference genome was obtained from a female or 
for which only the X chromosome is reported. Such taxa include the domestic cat, sheep, goat, 
and horse; and non-domesticated animals such as the Sumatran orangutan, western lowland 
gorilla and meerkat.  
 
                                               
3 Chapter 5 has previously been published as de Flamingh, A., A. Coutu, A. L. Roca, and R. S. Malhi, 2020 
Accurate Sex Identification of Ancient Elephant and Other Animal Remains Using Low-Coverage DNA Shotgun 





Identifying the sex of animals can yield insights into population structure (Schoener and 
Schoener 1980; Bodkin et al. 2000), demographic histories (Sæther et al. 2003; Heyer et al. 
2012) and social interactions (Pedersen et al. 1990; Lonsdorf et al. 2014). It can add to 
knowledge of extinct and extant animal populations and reveal how they have changed across 
time.  Sex identification can aid our understanding of extinct animal biology (Allentoft et al. 
2010), past hunting practices and domestication (Collier and White 1976; d’Errico and 
Vanhaeren 2002). For many ancient or historical samples, however, the sex of specimens is 
unknown. Sex identification may be hindered when remains are very degraded or only partially 
preserved, when remains are from young individuals where sex distinguishing characteristics 
have yet to develop, or when remains are from taxa that do not exhibit phenotypic sexual 
dimorphism (Hamilton et al. 1986). Such factors may preclude sex identification through 
traditional methods such as osteological or morphometric comparison (measurements of skeletal 
ratios/aspects) (Safont et al. 2000; Rogers 2005; Bruzek and Murail 2006).  
Molecular sex identification circumvents these issues, requiring only a small sample for 
DNA analysis. For ancient samples with a low quantity and quality of DNA (Quincey et al. 
2013), molecular methods test for DNA authenticity by determining whether amplified DNA 
exhibits damage patterns typical of ancient DNA (Jónsson et al. 2013). Molecular methods 
therefore permit sex identification of degraded or partial specimens, from young and from 
sexually monomorphic taxa. Molecular sex identification methods have involved the analysis of 
genes associated with male and female sex chromosomes in birds (Griffiths et al. 1998; 
Fridolfsson and Ellegren 1999), reptiles (Quinn et al. 2009), mammals (Sullivan et al. 1993; 




identification involves differentiating between amelogenin gametologues on the X and Y 
chromosomes (Sullivan et al. 1993; Gibbon et al. 2009).   
For sex identification of archeological human remains, Mittnik et al. (2016) developed a 
method that uses low coverage whole genome data to calculate the Rx ratio, which compares 
DNA sequence reads that align to the X chromosome to DNA sequence reads that align to 
autosomal chromosomes. The Rx ratio is different for females and males, since they have two or 
one X-chromosomes, respectively. The Rx ratio would be expected to be ca. 1.0 for females and 
0.5 for males. Mittnik et al. (2016) identified individuals as female if the Rx 95% CI lower 
bound was higher than 0.80, and as male if the 95% confidence interval (CI) upper bound for Rx 
was lower than 0.60. 
Here, we present an extension and expansion of the method of Mittnik et al. (2016) to 
permit sex identification of ancient and modern samples of non-human taxa. We adjust the Rx 
equation to mathematically account for different chromosome numbers across animal taxa. Our 
method, in principle, allows for accurate sex determination of any organism with XY sex 
determination for which a reference genome is available with chromosome-level resolution. We 
verify the method using low-coverage genomes from 15 modern elephants for which sex is 
known, and apply this method successfully to low-coverage genomes of ten ancient elephant 
ivory samples for which sex was unknown. These ancient ivory samples are from a 16th Century 
shipwreck uncovered in Namibia and believed to be the Bom Jesus, a Portuguese trading ship 






5.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
5.3.1 DNA extraction and shotgun sequencing 
DNA was extracted from skin biopsy samples from 15 African elephants for which sex 
was recorded in the field when the samples were collected. The modern elephant samples were 
from nine females and six males (Table 5.1). Genomic libraries were constructed for the 15 
modern elephants at the UIUC Core Sequencing Facility using TruSeq® DNA library 
preparation. To generate low-coverage genomes for the modern elephant samples, we sequenced 
(150bp paired-end) the 15 samples as part of a larger pool of samples in a single HiSeq 4000 
lane. 
DNA from the ancient ivory was extracted following methods described in Cui et al. 
(2013). Cui et al. (2013) provide details, for example, on starting template amounts (0.20g per 
ancient sample) and treatment protocols. Ancient DNA work (extractions and genomic library 
preparation) was conducted in the Malhi Ancient DNA Laboratory, which is dedicated 
exclusively to studies involving ancient DNA, at the Carl R. Woese Institute for Genomic 
Biology, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC). All rounds of DNA extraction 
included a negative control to verify that reagents and equipment were not contaminated and that 
there was no cross-contamination between samples, and not more than eight samples were 
processed at any one time. Libraries for the ten ancient ivory samples were constructed using the 
NEBNext® Ultra IITM DNA Library Prep kit and NEBNext® Multiplex Oligos (Unique Dual 
Indexes) for Illumina®. Because ancient DNA are prone to have cytosine to uracil nucleotide 
base changes (Hofreiter et al. 2001), the extracted ancient DNA was pre-treated with USER 




separately, and each pool was shotgun sequenced on a HiSeq 4000 platform at the UIUC Core 
Sequencing Facility.  
5.3.2 Bioinformatic analyses and Rx based sex identification 
Sample reads were de-multiplexed and trimmed using the program FastP v.0.19.6 (Chen 
et al. 2018) to have a minimum sequence length of 25bp. Reads were aligned to the 
chromosome-level assembly of the African savanna elephant genome (Loxodonta africana 
assembly Loxafr4.0, Broad Institute (Palkopoulou et al. 2018)) using bowtie2 (Langmead and 
Salzberg 2012) with the local alignment option, and capping fragment length at 1000bp. Aligned 
sequences were transformed to BAM format in SAMtools v. 1.1 (Li et al. 2009). Using 
SAMtools, BAM files were filtered to remove unmapped reads and reads with a quality score 
less than 30, then sorted and indexed, with PCR duplicates marked and removed with the Picard 
Toolkit v. 2.10.1 (“Picard Toolkit.” 2019. Broad Institute). Index statistics for BAM files were 
generated using “idxstats” in SAMtools (Li et al. 2009).  
The Rx_identifier.r script of Mittnik et al. (2016) was modified to accommodate the 
number of chromosome pairs found in elephants, which is different from the number in humans, 
for which the script was originally developed (see Appendix D for a stepwise protocol of how to 
modify this script for any organism that has a chromosome-level reference genome and XY sex 
determinism). We verified that the row numbers in the Rx_identifier script corresponded to the 
correct chromosome identities in our sorted idxstat files. The modified Rx_identifier.r script was 
then implemented using the program R v. 3.3.3 (R-Development-Core-Team 2017) and the 
indxstat files as input. Output statistics for each sample included the Rx ratio, and sex 
identification based on the data ranges of Mittnik et al. (2016), where a sample was identified as 




as female if its Rx 95% CI lower bound was higher than 0.80. The 95% CI was computed as 
Rx±1.96SE (standard error), where the SE measures the amount of variability in the Rx mean 
compared to autosomes (22 for humans, 27 for elephants). We determined whether sequence 
coverage was sufficient by performing a linear regression of the number of sequenced and 
mapped reads on each chromosome against the number of reference reads. Output statistics were 
visualized by plotting individual Rx ratios (Figure 5.1) using R v. 3.3.3 (R-Development-Core-
Team 2017). The bioinformatic analyses were repeated using BWA (Li and Durbin 2010) to 
check for inconsistencies that could be associated with sequence aligner choice, but no 
inconsistencies were observed and sex identification was completely consistent between the two 
analyses. Ancient DNA damage patterns were verified by aligning trimmed reads to the African 
savannah elephant genome (LoxAfr 4.0) using BWA (Li and Durbin 2010)  and quantifying 
damage in mapDamage2 (Jónsson et al. 2013) using a fragment size of 70bp.  
To determine how effective the Rx method is for determining the sex of samples with 
even lower coverages that ours, we subsampled the existing ancient ivory data to include datasets 
of approximately 10 000 and 1 000 reads. We used Sambamba (Tarasov et al. 2015) to 
subsample datasets, and reanalyzed the subsampled datasets using the Rx method. 
5.3.3. Data availability  
All idxstats files for modern and ancient elephant genomes, and all Rx ratio result files 
for the 10 000- and 1 000-read subsampled files are available from GSA Journals figshare portal 
(https://gsajournals.figshare.com/s/cf0f4f71a5c88d87361c). The most recent update of the 
savanna elephant reference genome (LoxAfr4) is available at 
ftp://ftp.broadinstitute.org/pub/assemblies/mammals/elephant/loxAfr4/. R-scripts and a step-by-




found at https://github.com/adeflamingh/de_Flamingh_et_al_2020_G3.git or as Appendix D 
(step-by-step protocol), or as part of the supplementary material on GSA Journals figshare 
(https://gsajournals.figshare.com/s/cf0f4f71a5c88d87361c). The study was conducted under the 
University of Illinois Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee approved protocol number 
18042. Samples were imported through a CITES permit. 
5.4 RESULTS 
Although all ancient samples were pre-treated with USER enzyme, which may 
potentially mask damage patterns (see Methods), DNA damage patterns in the ancient ivory were 
still evident and typical of ancient DNA (Figure E.1). Each of the ancient samples showed 
increased rates of C to T and G to A mismatches relative to the reference genome, as would be 
expected in authentic ancient DNA.  
The adapted Rx_identifier.R script (available from 
https://github.com/adeflamingh/de_Flamingh_et_al_2020_G3.git) was able to identify sex to all 
15 modern individuals (nine females, six males) with 100% accuracy (Figure 5.1; Table 5.1).  
For the ancient DNA remains, the adapted script identified eight individuals as male, and two 
individuals as female (Figure 5.1; Table 5.2). Linear regressions of the number of reference 
genome reads with the number of mapped reads resulted in significant F-statistic values 
(p<0.001) for both modern and ancient remains, indicating that the sequence coverage for all 
genomes was sufficient for accurate sex determination. 
The Rx ratio method effectively identified the sex when using datafiles with > 100 000 
reads (all 95% CI are within the specified Rx cut-off values; Table E.2). The method was mostly 
effective when using subsampled ancient ivory datafiles with ~10 000 reads (only sample B6079 




datasets with ~1000 reads (the span of the 95% CI increased for all samples and four samples 
had 95% CI outside of Rx cut-off values; Figure E.2).  
5.5 DISCUSSION 
We adapted a method previously developed (Mittnik et al. 2016) for sex identification of 
human remains for use with non-human taxa, and successfully identified the sex of modern and 
ancient elephants from low coverage genome data. Because the Rx ratio sex identification 
method presented in this study relies only on the X and not the Y chromosome, it can be used to 
identify the sex of organisms in which the reference genome was obtained from a female animal 
or where only the X and not the Y chromosome is reported in the reference genome assembly for 
the taxon. Such taxa would include (but not be limited to) the domestic cat, sheep, goat, horse, 
dromedary camel, European rabbit; and also include many wild animals such as the Sumatran 
orangutan, western lowland gorilla, gelada and meerkat (Table E.1). Being able to identify the 
sex of samples could benefit agricultural studies on domesticated animals, and could inform 
conservation initiatives that focus on non-domestic wildlife. Because this method is amenable to 
low coverage data from low quantity DNA (e.g. ancient or degraded DNA), it can be employed 
as a non-invasive approach to identifying sex of endangered or rare species, for example, through 
the analysis of DNA from hair tufts (McKelvey et al. 2006; Stanton et al. 2016) or herbivore scat 
(Huber et al. 2002). By requiring only minute quantities of DNA as a starting template, the 
method could be extended to other types of degraded DNA such as archival samples from 
museum collections (Wandeler et al. 2003; Bi et al. 2013) or forensic samples (Jobling and Gill 
2004; Alaeddini et al. 2010).  
Sex identification using the Rx ratio could be adapted to any taxa that exhibit XY sex 




to further extend the method to taxa that have a ZW sex determination system, in which males are 
the homogametic sex ZZ, and females have Z and W chromosomes. Such taxa include birds 
(Chue and Smith 2011), amphibians (Nakamura 2009) and crustaceans (Cui et al. 2015). For ZW 
sex determination systems, individuals should be identified as male (ZZ) if the lower bound of 
their 95% Rx ratio CI is approximately 0.8 or higher, and female (ZW) if the upper bound of the 
95% Rx ratio CI is approximately 0.6 or less. For ZW sex determination the script should be 
adapted so that the Z chromosome replaces the X chromosome in the Rx_identifier.R script, and 
the W chromosome replaces the Y chromosome (if it is present in the reference genome). Again, 
since the script could rely only on the Z chromosome and not the W chromosome, this method 
may be used on any individual, male or female, with ZW sex determination if there is a 
chromosome-level reference genome assembly available for that species. Future studies would 
be needed to validate the use of the adapted script on animals other than elephants or humans. 
We investigated whether the Rx method can effectively identify the sex of individuals 
when using genome coverage even lower than that of the ancient ivory samples. We found that 
there is a substantial broadening of the 95% CI as the read count of the datafile decreases (Figure 
E.2). We suggest that the Rx cut-off values presented by Mittnik et al 2016, and in this paper, 
may be useful indicators of the ability of Rx script to accurately and precisely identify individual 
sex, and caution users to be less confident in sex identification if the confidence intervals extend 
beyond these cut-off values. 
The Rx ratio method was successfully used here on low coverage genomic data from both 
modern and ancient (Table E.2) elephants. The ability to accurately identify sex based on low 
coverage data may be especially useful with ancient samples with DNA of low quantity and 




for sequencing (e.g. PoolSeq studies). Such studies may have low coverage per individual, but 
many individuals may be indexed and pooled to represent a population. The limited requisites 
and ease of adaptation and implementation of this method would allow for convenient and 
effective identification of the sex of modern and ancient animal remains.  
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5.8 TABLES AND FIGURE 
5.8.1 Tables 
 
Table 5.1 Known sex of modern elephants, and predicted sex using the Rx ratio.  
Sample ID Rx ratio1 95% Confidence 
Intervals (CI)2 
Known sex Predicted sex 
DS1531 0.9348111 0.9241519 
0.9454702 
Female Female 
DS1548 0.4844121 0.4781392 
0.4906849 
Male Male 
DS1514 0.9300965 0.9194486 
0.9407445 
Female Female 
DS1543 0.4918646 0.4866054 
0.4971237 
Male Male 
DS1506 0.4878141 0.4826157 
0.4930124 
Male Male 
LO3503 0.9321284 0.9215853 
0.9426715 
Female Female 
LO3509 0.9415045 0.9308473 
0.9521617 
Female Female 
LO3511 0.9287396 0.917744 
0.9397352 
Female Female 
LO3521 0.8712463 0.8574852 
0.8850075 
Female Female 
LO3514 0.8810152 0.8687895 
0.893241 
Female Female 
GR0041 0.91914 0.9082285 
0.9300516 
Female Female 
GR0037 0.4560117 0.4489408 
0.4630825 
Male Male 
WA4013 1.015361 1.001641 1.029081 Female Female 
WA4020 0.496401 0.491036 
0.5017661 
Male Male 
BE4059 0.5012983 0.4956742 
0.5069223 
Male Male 
1The Rx ratio compares DNA sequence reads that align to the X chromosome to DNA sequence 
reads that align to autosomal chromosomes, and would be expected to be ca. 1.0 for females and 
0.5 for males. 2 The top value represents lower bound of the 95% CI and the lower value 




Table 5.2 Predicted sex of ancient elephant samples using the Rx ratio  
Ancient sample 
ID 
Read count Rx ratio1 95% Confidence 
intervals (CI)2 
Predicted sex 
B6025 991,719 0.4917869 0.4827309 
0.5008429 
Male 
B8030 6,186,805 1.00599 0.9925127 
1.019467 
Female 
B6059 3,672,375 0.4827319 0.4723486 
0.4931151 
Male 
B6074 864,649 0.4912222 0.4844642 
0.4979802 
Male 
B6022 1,848,409 0.4955726 0.4894958 
0.5016494 
Male 
B6062 919,574 0.9684064 0.9464218 
0.9903909 
Female 
B6051 460,668 0.4908337 0.476899 
0.5047683 
Male 
B6130 17,797,452 0.4745888 0.4611754 
0.4880023 
Male 
B6520 141,855 0.4915878 0.4808738 
0.5023018 
Male 
BB6079 5,729,007 0.477581 0.4637086 
0.4914535 
Male 
1The Rx ratio compares DNA sequence reads that align to the X chromosome to DNA sequence 
reads that align to autosomal chromosomes, and would be expected to be ca. 1.0 for females and 
0.5 for males. 2 The top value represents lower bound of the 95% CI and the lower value 








Figure 5.1 Rx values for modern elephants of known sex (red and blue) and ancient elephant 
samples of unknown sex (gray). Rx is the ratio of sequence read alignments to the X 
chromosome compared to sequence read alignments to all autosomes. Rx values are shown for 
low coverage modern elephant genomes of known males (blue) and females (red), and for 
ancient elephant genomes for ivory samples of previously unknown sex (gray). An Rx ratio with 
an upper 95% CI of less than 0.6 indicates male sex, and an Rx ratio with a lower 95% CI that is 






CHAPTER 6: GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Elephant population numbers are rapidly diminishing as a consequence of habitat loss 
and poaching for ivory. Pro-active, preventative and restorative conservation efforts are critical. 
Conservation scientists and stakeholders could, for example, focus on the restoration and 
maintenance of distributional ranges to link formerly isolated populations. Such initiatives can be 
considered functional if they disrupt population isolation by allowing dispersal or migration 
between nearby populations. Linking isolated populations would have beneficial genetic 
consequences if spatial isolation has been a driving force of genetic erosion (e.g., population 
bottlenecks and the subsequent loss of genetic diversity due to drift).  
In Chapter 2 I developed and evaluated an approach to identify and delineate functional 
landscape linkages (FLL) for African elephant conservation planning. I identified FLL between 
African savannah elephant populations that occur across 7 southern African countries by 
combining habitat suitability modelling with gene flow patterns. I found a pronounced nonlinear 
response to habitat suitability which suggests that elephant movement and gene flow are mostly 
impacted by very unsuitable habitats, and that moderately unsuitable habitat impedes 
connectivity between elephant populations to a lesser degree. It may therefore be beneficial for 
future studies to consider both behavior and space use when delineating FLL for African 
elephants.  
The results of Chapter 3 in this thesis provide support for conservation initiatives that aim 
at increasing connectivity through FLL. Chapter 3 shows that functional entities of connected 
elephant populations may prevent or counteract genetic consequences of isolation (e.g., 
decreased genetic diversity associated with population isolation). Kruger National Park’s 




founder effect. This is likely due to historical founding events involving more than one source 
population, along with a rapid increase to a large population size, and possible subsequent 
immigration into Kruger that augmented the gene pool. Chapter 3 highlights the importance of 
migration and gene flow for maintaining genetic diversity in populations. The results of Chapter 
3 suggest that Kruger forms part of a functional entity in which migration helped to maintain a 
relatively diverse gene pool, and this Chapter therefore emphasizes the need for conservation 
initiatives such as transfrontier conservation areas that aim at maintaining connectivity between 
populations. Initiatives that maintain connectivity may provide a sustainable, self-regulating 
management approach for elephants in southern Africa that simultaneously upholds genetic 
diversity and gene flow. 
The outcomes of Chapter 4 benefit elephant conservation by increasing our 
understanding of historical elephant population ecology and genetics. Chapter 4 shows that 
contemporary West African forest elephant populations may have limited genetic diversity 
compared to the genetic diversity found in historical populations. Only two of ten Western 
subclade mtDNA haplotypes present among the 16th century tusks have been reported among 
contemporary populations. The decreased genetic diversity observed in contemporary 
populations is perhaps not surprising given that elephant distributions in West Africa have been 
reduced by 93% in the last century (Roth and Douglas-Hamilton 1991). In addition, forest 
elephant populations have been targeted by ivory poachers (Alers et al. 1992; Wasser et al. 
2015) and in some areas the number of forest elephants have declined by as much as two-thirds 
(Alers et al. 1992). Decreased genetic diversity is of conservation concern because it has been 
associated with negative demographic and physiological outcomes, such as expression of 




(Allendorf et al. 2013). The overall decrease in forest elephant numbers may also have drastic 
ecological implications since forest elephants are known to be the primary dispersers of many 
Afrotropical forest tree species (Beaune et al. 2013; Poulsen et al. 2018). The outcomes of 
Chapter 4 therefore highlight the need for pro-active and preventative conservation strategies that 
could conserve the remaining forest elephant populations, and so doing prevent any further loss 
of genetic diversity.  
In Chapter 4 of this thesis I adapted a method previously developed (Mittnik et al. 2016) 
for sex identification of human remains for use with non-human taxa, and successfully identified 
the sex of modern and ancient elephants from low coverage genome data. Because the Rx ratio 
sex identification method presented in this study relies only on the X and not the Y chromosome, 
it can be used to identify the sex of organisms in which the reference genome was obtained from 
a female animal or where only the X and not the Y chromosome is reported in the reference 
genome assembly for the taxon. Such taxa would include (but not be limited to) the domestic cat, 
sheep, goat, horse, dromedary camel, European rabbit; and also include many wild animals such 
as the Sumatran orangutan, western lowland gorilla, gelada and meerkat. Sex identification of 
ancient animal biological remains can benefit conservation by increasing our understanding of 
historical population structure, demography and social behavior. 
This thesis provides a toolset and framework for future conservation genetic studies that 
focus on African elephant populations. However, additional research is needed to quantify the 
effects of genetic isolation on African elephant population demography and phenotypic traits. To 
this end, researchers need to identify and characterize the current genetic diversity present in 
African elephant populations. As demonstrated in this thesis, information on the genetic 




allowing conservation stakeholders to identify populations and areas in the landscape that should 
be prioritized for conservation.  
Researchers and conservation stakeholders, however, should also consider factors other 
than those investigated in this thesis when determining which populations and areas to conserve. 
For example, factors such as land ownership (Pinter-Wollman 2012), human-elephant conflict 
mitigation (Jackson et al. 2008; Pinter-Wollman 2012), the direct and indirect impact of 
protected area creation on local indigenous communities (Baldus et al. 2007), protected area 
overlap with poaching hotspots (Osborn and Parker 2003; Booth and Dunham 2016), and other 
sociopolitical factors need to be integrated into conservation decisions. Strategies that consider 
all of these factors could allow for the development of well-thought-out initiatives for the 
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LaT082 1 (TAGA)16 166–234 56 13 0.81955 0.86347 
Lat131 2 (CATC)21 173–262 56 10 0.62963 0.76649 
Lat171 3 (GGAT)15… 
(GGAT) 
324–352 56 8 0.71212 0.80626 
Lat241 4 (GGAT)22 203–231 56 8 0.77953 0.84075 
FH12 5 (CA)12 81-89 55 6 0.56522 0.61660 
FH392 6 (CA)18 232-256 60 12 0.63704 0.78441 
FH1022 7 (CT)11(CA)14 175-187 60 6 0.51773 0.49862 
LA53 8 (CA)13 139–153 52 8 0.56028 0.55996 
Lat251 9 (CCAT)15 287–321 52 9 0.66923 0.83710 
Mean     8.889 0.65448 0.73041 
s.d.     2.421 0.10179 0.13554 
1 Comstock et al., 2000 
2 Archie et al., 2003 
3 Eggert et al., 2000 




Table A.2 The area under the receiver-operator curve (AUC) indicated that gradient-based 
human presence MaxEnt models performed less well than models that considered raw “ambient 
population” presence.  






AUC for “ambient 
population” presence 
Entire extent b = 1 0.848706 0.8568687 
b = 2 0.8458197 0.854843 
b = 3 0.842903 0.8524966 
b = 4 0.8390468 0.8492671 
Use-based 
background data 
b = 1 0.7529524 0.7860084 
b = 2 0.7477055 0.7808212 
b = 3 0.7418662 0.7745906 
b = 4 0.7354542 0.7644965 
Range-based 
background data 
b = 1 0.7846587 0.7583397 
b = 2 0.7774159 0.7544933 
b = 3 0.7703632 0.7505779 





Table A.3 We calculated MLPE models for three resistance surfaces which included linear, slight nonlinear, and pronounced nonlinear 
transformations of the habitat suitability model (HSM) and four genetic distance (GD) response variables (DPS = 1 minus the 
proportion of shared alleles; GD_Aldiff = genetic distance as the number of allelic differences between two individuals; GD_euc = 
genetic distance as the Euclidean distance among a vector of allele frequencies; GD_TotGD = Reynold’s genetic distance measure). 
For each of these resistance surface and genetic distance combinations, we fitted MLPE models that considered as fixed effects 
geographic Euclidean distance (Geo ED) only, least-cost path distance (LCP) and Geo ED, and resistance distance (CT) and Geo ED, 
resulting in a comparison of 36 MLPE models in total. Based on AIC, conditional and marginal R2, we find that CT and Geo ED 
calculated using the pronounced HSM transformation results in the best predictor of DPS as a proxy of gene flow across the landscape 
(indicated in boldface). 




AIC R2m R2c AIC R2m R2c AIC R2m R2c 
DPS ~Geo ED -30950.4 0.001 0.099 -30950.4 0.001 0.099 -30950.4 0.001 0.099 
DPS ~LCP + Geo ED -30952.4 0.002 0.101 -30952.6 0.002 0.101 -30951.8 0.002 0.101 
DPS ~CT + Geo ED -30952.3 0.002 0.100 -30961.5 0.003 0.102 -30983.4 0.007 0.107  
                  
GD_Aldiff ~Geo ED  26920.6 0.001 0.099 26920.6 0.001 0.099 26920.6 0.001 0.099 
GD_Aldiff ~LCP + Geo ED 26918.7 0.002 0.101 26918.4 0.002 0.101 26919.2 0.002 0.101 
GD_Aldiff ~CT + Geo ED 26918.7 0.002 0.100 26909.5 0.003 0.102 26887.6 0.007 0.107  
                  
GD_euc ~Geo ED 113.5 0.001 0.095 113.5 0.001 0.095 113.5 0.001 0.095 
GD_euc ~LCP + Geo ED 111.5 0.002 0.097 111.1 0.002 0.097 112 0.002 0.097 
GD_euc ~CT + Geo ED 113.6 0.001 0.095 105.8 0.003 0.097 84.4 0.006 0.102  
                  
GD_TotGD ~Geo ED -46927.4 0.001 0.092 -46927.4 0.001 0.092 -46927 0.001 0.092 
GD_TotGD ~LCP + Geo 
ED 
-46929.4 0.002 0.094 -46929.8 0.002 0.094 -46929 0.002 0.093 





Figure A.1 Our study area includes seven Southern African countries (delineated by black lines) 
namely Botswana, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa, Zambia and Zimbabwe. 
Elephant occurrence data (red dots) spans a range of different vegetation classes (White 1983) 






Figure A.2 Spatial location data were from 116 elephants that form part of 6 regional population 








Figure A.3 The transformed gradient-based human distance metric was significantly correlated 
with our water availability environmental variable at a Pearson’s correlation coefficient cut-off 
of R = 0.6 (panel A – red boxes enclose correlated variables), but no environmental variables 
were correlated at R = 0.65 (panel B) or R = 0.7 (panel C). Environmental layers included human 
density as a transformed gradient-based distance (People), water availability as the distance to 







Figure A.4 We found that human density as “ambient population” presence, distance to water 
and slope mostly contribute to the predictive habitat suitability model (HSM) at low 
environmental values (low human densities, close to water, and habitats with low slopes), and all 
three of these environmental variables decreased in their contribution until they reach threshold 
environmental value beyond which they do not contribute to the predictive model. Intermediate 






Figure A.5 FLL maps that are based on both spatial and genetic data (right panel) provide more 
precise delineations of landscape linkages compared to connectivity maps based on only spatial 
data (left panel), and may therefore be beneficial when delineating fine scale linkages across the 
landscape, where spatial data alone may not provide a high enough resolution for demarcating 









Figure A.6 There are areas in our FLL map where slope seems to be the primary driver of 
connectivity. For example, areas of high slope (yellow in the left panel) correspond to areas with 









Figure A.7 There are areas in our FLL map where water availability seems to be the primary 
driver of connectivity. For example, areas that are far from water (yellow and red in the left 








Figure A.8 There are areas in our FLL map where human presence seems to be the primary 
driver of connectivity. For example, areas of high “ambient population” presence (red in the left 








Figure A.9 There are areas in our FLL map where primary productivity as a proxy of food 
availability seems to be the primary driver of connectivity. For example, areas of high low 
primary productivity (purple in the left panel) correspond to areas with low landscape 
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Repeat motif Size (bp) Ta-°C Number 
of alleles 
Ho He 
LaT082 1 (TAGA)16 166–234 56 13 0.774 0.861 
Lat132 2 (CATC)21 234–262 56 7 0.650 0.769 
Lat172 3 (GGAT)15… 
(GGAT) 
323–355 56 6 0.737 0.779 
Lat241 4 (GGAT)22 211–231 56 8 0.694 0.838 
FH11 5 (CA)12 81 55 5 0.612 0.661 
FH391 6 (CA)18 242 60 11 0.534 0.777 
FH1021 7 (CT)11(CA)14 179 60 5 0.544 0.557 
LA53 8 (CA)13 130–154 52 6 0.576 0.566 
Lat251 9 (CCAT)15 298–318 52 7 0.712 0.815 
Mean     7.556 0.648 0.736 
s.d.     2.744 0.087 0.113 
1 (Comstock, Wasser, and Ostrander 2000) 
2 (Archie, Moss, and Alberts 2003) 
3 (Eggert et al. 2000) 




Table B.2 A list of individuals carrying each of the 28 distinct mitochondrial DNA haplotypes. 





Hap_1 1   MF062095 1KF05A  
Hap_2 5   MF062096 SKNP08A TEP01A SKNP11A SKNP12A TEP02A  
Hap_3 4   MF062097 BZ08A BZ16A BZ17A MAP06A  
Hap_4 1   MF062098 NKNP19A  
Hap_5 2   MF062099 1PT01A 2MR07B  
Hap_6 1   MF062100 MAP03A  
Hap_7 1   MF062101 1HW01A  
Hap_8 4   MF062102 BZ12A BZ13A NKNP02A SKNP07A  
Hap_9 1   MF062103 1HW02A  
Hap_10  1  MF062104 BZ05A  
Hap_11  1  MF062105 BZ19A  
Hap_12  3  MF062106 BMAP02A BZ18A SKNP06A  
Hap_13  1  MF062107 BZIM02A  
Hap_14  18 MF062108 BMAP01A BMAP03A BZ01A BZ04A BZ06A BZ07A BZ10A BZ11A BZ14A BZ15A 
BZ20A BZ22A NKNP16A NKNP20A NKNP22A NKNP23A SKNP02A SKNP10A  
Hap_15  1  MF062109 1KF07A  
Hap_16  1  MF062110 1MR13B  
Hap_17  3  MF062111 1CP01A 2SS06A GR03A  
Hap_18  5  MF062112 1SN13B 2SN05A GR01A GR02A GR05A  
Hap_19  4  MF062113 1CH12A 1CP05A 1MR05A 2CH03A  
Hap_20  1  MF062114 2SR05A  
Hap_21  61 MF062115 1CH02A 1CH07A 1CH13B 1CP04A 1CP06A 1KF01A 1KF08B 1LV02B 1MR01A 
1MR02B 1MR03B 1MR04A 1MR07B 1MR08A 1MR10A 1MR11A 1SN03A 1SN11A 
1SR01A 1SR03A 1SR10A 2CP02B 2CP04A 2CP05A 2KA01A 2KA03A 2KA04B 
2KA05A 2MR01A 2MR04A 2MR06A 2MR08A 2MR10A 2MR12A 2MR13A 2LY01A 
2LY03B 2LY05A 2LY08A 2SN01A 2SN03B 2SN07A 2SN11A 2SR01A 2SR02B 
2SR07A 2SR08B 2SR09A 2SR10A 2SR11A 2SS03B 2SS04A 2SS05A 2SS07B 2SS09A 
2SS10B 2SS11A LMAP01A MAP02A NKNP01A NKNP10A  
Hap_22  20 MF062116 1LV01A 1MR06A 1MR14A 1SN01B 1SN05A 1SN09A 1SN10B 1SN12A 2CH01A 
2CH02A 2CP03A 2KA02B 2MR11B 2SN02A GR04A MAP01A NKNP05A NKNP06A 
NKNP09A NKNP11A  
Hap_23  1  MF062117 2SR03A  
Hap_24  1  AJ428946.1   
Hap_25  2  EF588275.2 
DQ316068.1  
 
Hap_26  1  EU153451.1   
Hap_27  1  DQ188829.2   
Hap_28  1  JF912200  
N = number of individuals carrying that haplotype. Sampling locality abbreviations: KF = collected from Kafue 
National Park, Zambia; SKNP and NKNP = southern and northern Kruger National Park, South Africa, respectively; 
TEP and BMAP = Tembe Elephant Reserve and Maputo Elephant Reserve, Mozambique; BZ = the border of 
Botswana and Zimbabwe; MAP, LMAP and BZIM = Mapungubwe National Park and along the Limpopo river that 
connects Mapungubwe and Kruger National Park, South Africa; PT = Pandamatenga, Botswana; MR = Moremi 
Game Reserve, Botswana; HW = Hwange National Park, Zimbabwe; CP = Caprivi region, Namibia; SS and SN = 
south and north of Savuti Game reserve, Botswana, respectively;  GR = Gonarezhou National Park, Zimbabwe;  CH 
= Chobe National Park, Botswana; SR = Seronga, Botswana; LV = Livingstone, Zambia; LY= Linyanti River, 




Table B.3 Number of elephants and haplotypes of elephants found for each of the mtDNA 
haplotype clusters identified by Geneland. Number of individuals that carry a haplotype are 
listed in brackets after the haplotype name. 
 





10 Hap_2(5); Hap_3(4); Hap_4(1) 
mtDNA Cluster 
2 
97 Hap_15(1); Hap_16(1); Hap_17(3); Hap_18(5); 




33 Hap_5(2); Hap_6(1); Hap_7(1); Hap_8(4); Hap_9(1); 
Hap_10(1); Hap_11(1); Hap_12(3);Hap_13(1); 
Hap_14(18) 
mtDNA Cluster4 1 Hap_1(1) 
 
 
Table B.4 Sample size and the mean (± standard error) number of alleles, number of effective 
alleles, observed heterozygosity, and expected heterozygosity for the different sampling regions 
in the study area.  
 N Na Ne Ho He 
CNP 6 4.000 (±0.408) 3.124 (±0.374) 0.602 (±0.085) 0.644 (±0.039) 
HNP 4 3.778 (±0.278) 3.091 (±0.312) 0.741 (±0.084) 0.651 (±0.033) 
LNP 2 2.000 (±0.289) 1.889 (±0.242) 0.389 (±0.139) 0.375 (±0.095) 
BZB 13 6.333 (±0.624) 4.243 (±0.446) 0.767 (±0.052) 0.740 (±0.029) 
GNP 5 4.444 (±0.294) 3.517 (±0.306) 0.661 (±0.073) 0.694 (±0.033) 
MNP 6 3.444 (±0.530) 2.439 (±0.354) 0.504 (±0.101) 0.493 (±0.090) 
KNP 33 6.444 (±0.784) 3.956 (±0.453) 0.626 (±0.036) 0.712 (±0.040) 
 
N = sample size, Na = mean number of alleles, Ne number of effective alleles, Ho = observed 
heterozygosity, He = expected Heterozygosity. Chobe National Park (CNP) = CH, MR, CP, SS, 
SN, LY; Hwange National Park (HNP) = HW, PT; Livingstone National Park (LNP) = LV; 
Botswana-Zimbabwe border (BZB) = BZ; Gonarezhou National Park (GNP) = GR, 





Table B.5 Analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) of seven nDNA regions showed low 
differentiation between nDNA regions (Fst), with most of the variation attributed to differences 
within regions. 
 






Among clusters 6 29.457 0.094 3 
Within clusters 131 444.456 3.370 97 
Total  137 470.913 3.461 100 
Fixation index (Fst): 0.027    
 
 
Table B.6 There was no evidence for a recent reduction in effective population size assuming a 
stepwise mutation model (SMM) or a two-phase model (TPM) for Sign and Wilcoxon test. 
Prob(H>He) is the probability that the heterozygosity (H) is larger than the average (He) under 
the null hypothesis, if Prob(H>He) is lower than 0.05, the null hypothesis (mutation drift 




Test Model Prob(H>He) 
Sign Test SMM 0.536414 
TPM 0.525722 
Wilcoxon Test (1 tailed) SMM 0.714844 
TPM 0.455078 






Table B.7 Genetic diversity indices for all individuals combined (All) and only individuals found 
in Kruger National Park (Kruger) 
 
 Locus     Number of alleles  Expected heterozygosity 
 All Kruger All Kruger 
1 13 11 0.86140 0.84997 
2 7 6 0.76947 0.76215 
3 6 6 0.77907 0.78312 
4 9 7 0.83819 0.82073 
5 5 5 0.66143 0.70933 
6 11 9 0.77676 0.74576 
7 5 3 0.55784 0.51329 
8 6 5 0.56604 0.52429 
9 7 6 0.81535 0.80995 
Mean 7.667 6.444 0.73617 0.72429 





Table B.8 Sample collection and import was sanctioned the Department of Wildlife and National 
Parks (Botswana), South African National Parks (SANParks) and the Department of Agriculture, 
Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF), South Africa and by the Zambian Wildlife Authority. In 
accordance with the Animal Diseases Act, 1984 (Act 35 of 1984) DAFF permits allowed for the 
import of elephant dung samples from Botswana, Mozambique, Namibia and Zambia, and a 
SANParks removal permit allowed the removal of samples from Kruger National Park. 
Permission was granted to collect samples in Kruger National Park in compliance with section 
4(1) of the National Environmental Management: Protected Areas Act 57 of 2003. Original 
permits are available upon request.  
 
Sanctioning Authority Permit Description Permit No: 
South African National 
Parks 
Permit to collect natural 
resources material in the 
Kruger National Park 
SK071 
Department of Agriculture, 
Forestry and Fisheries, 
South Africa 
Veterinary import permit for 
preserved animal material. 
Botswana to South Africa. 




Department of Agriculture, 
Forestry and Fisheries, 
South Africa 
Veterinary import permit for 
preserved animal material. 
Zambia via Zimbabwe to 
South Africa. Port of entry 
Beit Bridge. 
13/1/1/28/29/8-1742 
Department of Agriculture, 
Forestry and Fisheries, 
South Africa 
Veterinary import permit for 
preserved animal material. 
Mozambique to South 
Africa. Port of entry 
Lebombo. 
13/1/1/28/29/8-1741 
Department of Agriculture, 
Forestry and Fisheries, 
South Africa 
Veterinary import permit for 
preserved animal material. 
Namibia to South Africa. 
Port of entry 
Nakop/Vioolsdrift. 
13/1/1/28/2/10/3-1740 
United States Department 
of Agriculture, United 
States of America 
United States veterinary 
permit for the importation 
and transportation of 
controlled materials and 
organisms and vectors – 
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Table C.1 Identification of the representative sequences from each of the eight mtDNA subclades 







mtDNA subclade identity (Ishida et al. 
2013) 
JQ438737 WA4012  Northern savanna mtDNA subclade 
JQ438322 GR0023  Northern savanna mtDNA subclade 
JQ438214 BE4059  Northern savanna mtDNA subclade 
JQ438674 SW0907  Southeast savanna mtDNA subclade 
JQ438459 KR0014  Southeast savanna mtDNA subclade 
JQ438139 AM0004  Southeast savanna mtDNA subclade 
JQ438649 SE2051  East central mtDNA subclade 
JQ438608 NG2182  East central mtDNA subclade 
JQ438316 GR0015  East central mtDNA subclade 
JQ438637 SA1008  South central mtDNA subclade 
JQ438588 NA4704  South central mtDNA subclade 
JQ438382 HW0151  South central mtDNA subclade 
JQ438503 LO3502  West central mtDNA subclade 
JQ438206 BE4035  West central mtDNA subclade 
JQ438745 WA4023 West central mtDNA subclade 
JQ438501 SL0001  Western mtDNA subclade 
AY741327 AY741079 Western mtDNA subclade 
AY741079 AY741079 Western mtDNA subclade 
JQ438125 AB4527  Savanna wide mtDNA subclade 
JQ438407 KE4546  Savanna wide mtDNA subclade 
JQ438220 CH0883  Savanna wide mtDNA subclade 
JQ438329 GR0038  North central mtDNA subclade 
JQ438260 DS1501  North central mtDNA subclade 










Table C.2 Previously reported (Johnson et al. 2007) mtDNA sequences corresponding to the 
Western and West-Central mtDNA subclades, for which the geographic provenance of the 
elephant had been reported. These were used in a network with sequences generated from 





   
Geographic 
location Country Region/park 
AY3592661 Central Africa DRC2  
AY3592653 Central Africa Gabon Aloombe Coast 
AY3592783 Central Africa Gabon Lope Reserve 
AF5276434 West Africa Ghana Kakum National Park 
AF5276414 West Africa Ghana Red Volta Valley 
AF5276764 West Africa Ghana Mole National Park 
AF5276454 West Africa Ghana Kakum National Park 
AF5276784 West Africa Ghana Bia National Park 
AF5276794 West Africa Ghana Bia National Park 
AF5276424 West Africa Ghana Red Volta Valley 
AF5276754 West Africa Ghana Mole National Park 
AF5276674 West Africa Mali Gourma Region 
AF5276834 West Africa Ghana Mole National Park 
AF5276724 West Africa Cote d'Ivoire Tai National Park 
AF5276734 West Africa Cote d'Ivoire Tai National Park 
AF5276694 West Africa Mali Gourma Region 
EU0961165 Central Africa CAR6, Gabon  
EU0961175 Central Africa CAR  
EU0961195 Central Africa  Republic of Congo, Gabon 
EU0961205 Central Africa  Republic of Congo, Gabon 
EU0961215 Central Africa Gabon  
EU0961235 Central Africa Gabon  
EU0961265 Central Africa Gabon  
EU0961285 Central Africa Gabon  
EU0961295 Central Africa Gabon  
AF1062437 West Africa Ghana  
AF1062427 West Africa Ghana  
AF1062457 West Africa Ghana  
AF1062447 West Africa Ghana  
AY7410791 West Africa Liberia  
AY7413271 West Africa Cote d'Ivoire 
AF5276773 West Africa Ghana Bia National Park 




Table	C.2	(cont.)	    
AF5276743 West Africa Ghana Mole National Park 
AF5276683 West Africa Mali Gourma region 
AF5276703 West Africa Cote d'Ivoire Tai National Park 
AF5276713 West Africa Cote d'Ivoire Tai National Park 
1Debruyne (2005) 
2Democratic Republic of the Congo 
3Debruyne et al. (2003) 
4Eggert et al. (2002) 
5Johnson et al. (2007) 
6Central African Republic 






Table C.3 Newly sequenced twentieth century reference samples from the collection at the 
University of Cape Town including elephants from Angola, Benin, Burkina Faso, Liberia, Niger 
and Sierra Leone. 
 
Catalog number Type of 
sample 
Geographic origin 
UCT 16396 Ivory Angola 
UCT 16403 Ivory Angola 
UCT 16402 Ivory Angola 
UCT 16400 Ivory Angola 
UCT 16401 Ivory Angola 
UCT16399 Ivory Angola 
UCT 16422 Ivory/bone Burkina Faso 
UCT 16425 Ivory/bone Parc W, Niger 
UCT 16411 Ivory/bone Parc W, Niger 
UCT16419  Ivory/bone Sapo National Park, Liberia 
UCT 16417 Ivory/bone Sapo National Park, Liberia 
UCT 16428 Ivory/bone Sapo National Park, Liberia 
UCT 16416 Ivory/bone Sapo National Park, Liberia 
UCT 18745 Molar Pendjari National Park, Benin 
UCT 18744  Molar Pendjari National Park, Benin 







Table C.4 Nine shipwreck ivory samples for which mitogenomes were assembled. The complete 
reference African forest elephant mitogenome consists of 16,109 bp (Brandt et al. 2012b).  
 
Sample name Subclade Average coverage across 
mitogenome (X)  
Nucleotides (bp) 
assembly length 
B6130 Western 36.54 X 16109 bp 
B6074 Western 5.62 X 14970 bp 
B6059 Western 8.78 X 15901 bp 
B8030 Western 24.68 X 16108 bp 
B6079 Western 24.93 X 16097 bp 
B6022 Western 7.04 X 14986 bp 
B6044 West-Central 4.8 X 15544 bp 
B6522 West-Central 3.24 X 14909 bp 
B6528 West-Central 3.1 X 14763 bp 






Table C.5 Previously published mitogenome sequences used to generate a phylogeny that also 





Geographic location Species Source 
KY616976 Central African 
Republic: Dzanga 
Sangha 
Loxodonta cyclotis Meyer et al. (2017) 
KY616979 Gabon: Lope National 
Park 
Loxodonta cyclotis Meyer et al. (2017) 
KY616978 Gabon: Lope National 
Park 
Loxodonta cyclotis Meyer et al. (2017) 
KJ557423 Gabon: Lope National 
Park 
Loxodonta cyclotis Finch et al. (2014) 
KJ557424 Cote d'Ivoire: Tai NP Loxodonta cyclotis Finch et al. (2014) 
JN673263 Central African 
Republic: Dzanga 
Sangha 
Loxodonta cyclotis Brandt et al. (2012) 
JN673264 Sierra Leone Loxodonta cyclotis Brandt et al. (2012) 
AJ224821 No location information Loxodonta africana Hauf et al. (2000) 
AB443879 No location information Loxodonta africana Murata et al. (2009) 
EU155210 Siberia  Mammuthus primigenius Gilbert et al. (2008) 






Table C.6 Species diagnostic single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in regions of the nuclear 
genes BGN, PHK, and PLP which were sequenced in shipwreck ivory samples matched SNP 
character states found in African forest elephants (Loxodonta cyclotis). Species diagnostic SNPs 
are described by Ishida et al. (2011). 
   
BGN-s2 










ID1 472 485 499 508 513 515 516 570 39 71 871 872 319 345 361 
Loxodonta 
africana 
A T D2/T G G G/D D/G C T A T G G T A 
Loxodonta 
cyclotis 
A/G C D T G D D T C A C G/A G/A T G 
Elephas 
maximus 
A C T G A G D T C G C G G C G 
                
Ancient 
Ivory 
A C D T G D D T C A C A G/A T G 
1Reported by Ishida et al. (2011). 
2D indicates a deletion 
3When considering unlinked chromosome segments, we were able to amplify a set of eight SNPs 
for 12 individuals for the BGN-s2 gene region (total: 96 SNPs), a set of two SNPs for PHKA2-s1 
for 18 individuals and one set of two SNPs for PHKA2-s2 for two individuals for the PHKA2 
gene region, and a set of three SNPs for 8 individuals for the PLP-s1 gene region. A total of 24 
SNP loci on 3 genes (BGN, PHKA2, PLP) were examined. For DNA sequences that differentiate 
between African forest and savanna elephants, DNA from each of the sequenced ancient ivory 
samples matched the character states found in the African forest elephant, while none of the 





Table C.7 Shipwreck ivory UCT laboratory number, National Museum of Namibia sample 
number, δ15N and δ13C values as well as collagen quality indicators: %N, %C and C:N (atomic) 
ratios. Collagen extracts in this study had C:N ratios ranging from 3.1 to 3.4, with %C (by 
weight) from 33.5 to 44.7 and %N from 11.8 to 16.1. C:N ratios between 2.9 and 3.6 indicate 
well preserved collagen (Ambrose 1990; Van Klinken 1999). In the last column, “x” indicates 
samples for which mtDNA was analyzed. 
UCT No. Sample No. δ15N(‰) δ13C(‰) %N %C C:N mtDNA 
15387 B 6116 7.4 -21.1 14.3 39.1 3.2  
15388 B 6059 7.9 -19.0 15.0 41.1 3.2 x 
15389 B 6522 7.1 -21.0 15.1 41.5 3.2 x 
15390 B 6127 5.4 -18.7 14.5 39.5 3.2 x 
15391 B 6026 7.2 -17.9 15.1 41.7 3.2  
15392 B 6056 7.8 -21.0 14.7 40.2 3.2 x 
15393 B 6123 7.9 -17.7 14.1 38.3 3.2  
15394 B 6074 7.2 -17.4 14.1 38.4 3.2 x 
15395 B 6019 7.3 -21.1 14.8 40.2 3.2 x 
15396 B 6525 7.1 -20.1 14.1 38.1 3.2 x 
15583 B 6014 7.5 -18.7 16.0 43.5 3.2 x 
15584 B 6055 7.6 -20.1 16.1 44.7 3.2 x 
15585 B 6053 7.1 -21.6 16.0 43.5 3.2 x 
15586 B 6528 6.8 -20.9 13.5 37.1 3.2 x 
15587 B 6022 6.0 -22.0 13.4 36.8 3.2 x 
15588 B 6531 7.3 -17.9 15.9 43.2 3.2 x 
15589 B 6020 5.6 -22.1 14.8 40.5 3.2  
15590 B 6086 7.4 -21.1 15.9 42.9 3.2 x 
15591 B 6028 6.8 -19.9 16.0 43.3 3.2 x 
15592 B 8030 6.6 -19.7 15.4 42.0 3.2 x 
16088 B 8303 7.7 -20.1 14.1 38.6 3.2 x 
16089 B 6085 6.7 -19.6 15.8 43.0 3.2  
16090 B 6129 5.6 -20.9 15.9 43.6 3.2  
16091 B 6073 7.2 -20.2 14.3 39.2 3.2  
16092 B 6044 6.8 -21.2 15.6 43.1 3.2  
16093 B 6078 6.9 -20.2 15.8 43.6 3.2 x 
16094 B 8033 6.8 -20.7 15.8 43.4 3.2  
16095 B 6025 7.0 -22.1 15.8 43.6 3.3 x 
16096 B 6047 6.0 -18.8 15.7 43.6 3.3 x 
16097 B 6082 8.5 -20.5 15.0 41.2 3.2  
16238 B 8043 6.3 -21.3 13.9 38.0 3.2  
16239 B 6031 6.4 -21.9 15.1 40.9 3.2  




Table C.7 (cont.)       
16241 B 6032 5.9 -21.6 15.1 40.8 3.1  
16242 B 6065 7.6 -19.7 15.0 42.0 3.3  
16243 B 6057 7.2 -19.9 15.7 42.9 3.2  
16244 B 6033 5.6 -20.5 15.8 43.0 3.2 x 
16245 B 6130 6.7 -19.6 15.9 43.5 3.2 x 
16246 B 6070 8.6 -21.8 15.5 42.4 3.2  
16247 B 6072 7.2 -21.3 15.0 40.3 3.1  
16248 B 6530 7.4 -21.4 16.0 43.6 3.2 x 
16249 B 6122 6.1 -21.6 15.1 41.2 3.2  
16250 B 6136 7.2 -19.3 15.3 41.9 3.2 x 
16251 B 6520 6.8 -20.0 15.1 41.0 3.2 x 
16252 B 6523 5.1 -21.4 14.9 41.2 3.2  
16253 B 6133 5.0 -18.7 14.8 40.8 3.2  
16254 B 6123 6.8 -20.3 14.0 38.2 3.2  
16255 B 6118 7.6 -21.2 14.8 41.1 3.2  
16256 B 6058 6.7 -21.4 14.7 40.7 3.2 x 
16258 B 6062 5.9 -20.6 15.7 42.9 3.2 x 
16259 B 6255 6.3 -21.5 13.0 35.5 3.2  
16261 B 6131 8.1 -19.6 14.2 40.4 3.3  
16262 B 6046 6.9 -22.2 15.1 42.9 3.3  
16263 B 6524 6.5 -20.7 15.1 41.7 3.2  
16264 B 6048 7.6 -21.8 15.7 43.1 3.2  
16265 B 6045 6.1 -21.2 15.1 41.0 3.2  
16266 B 6128 6.5 -18.1 15.8 42.9 3.2 x 
16267 B 6054 9.0 -19.2 15.8 43.6 3.2  
16268 B 6521 7.0 -20.4 13.2 36.0 3.2  
16271 B 6527 6.9 -20.5 13.6 37.2 3.2  
16272 B 6076 5.8 -19.8 14.8 40.9 3.2  
16274 B 6027 4.8 -21.7 13.1 35.7 3.2  
16275 B 6529 6.3 -19.9 14.2 38.4 3.1 x 
16276 B 6526 8.0 -21.6 14.2 38.7 3.2  
16277 B 6087 6.6 -21.9 14.6 39.7 3.2  
16278 B 6023 6.8 -21.0 15.3 41.7 3.2 x 
16279 B 6083 7.2 -20.1 15.0 41.2 3.2 x 
16280 B 6075 7.4 -19.3 14.1 39.3 3.3 x 
16281 B 6077 5.4 -19.9 13.7 37.2 3.2 x 
16282 B 6084 7.3 -20.5 14.5 39.4 3.2  




Table C.7 (cont.)       
16284 B 6052 6.4 -20.3 15.0 41.2 3.2  
16286 B 6068 5.2 -18.8 14.4 40.1 3.2 x 
16287 B 6067 6.7 -19.7 14.6 39.9 3.2  
16290 B 6527 7.3 -19.4 15.2 41.3 3.2  
16291 B 6064 6.2 -19.5 14.7 40.8 3.2 x 
16292 B 6029 6.4 -21.9 11.8 33.5 3.3  
16293 B 6088 6.0 -21.0 14.5 40.1 3.2 x 
16294 B 6061 5.8 -20.3 15.2 42.1 3.2 x 
16296 B 6066 6.0 -16.9 15.5 42.1 3.2  
16333 B 6079 7.3 -21.3 15.4 42.1 3.2 x 
16334 B 6030 6.8 -18.6 15.2 41.3 3.2 x 
16335 B 6016 6.3 -20.7 14.6 39.8 3.2  
16336 B 6024 6.7 -20.9 14.5 39.5 3.2  
16337 B 6071 7.2 -17.6 15.9 43.2 3.2 x 
16338 B 6081 7.4 -19.6 14.0 38.5 3.2  
16339 B 6069 7.0 -20.0 15.1 40.7 3.1  
16340 B 6021 7.3 -20.1 14.0 38.3 3.2 x 
16341 B 6532 7.9 -19.3 14.6 39.3 3.1  
16342 B 6063 8.0 -22.0 14.1 38.4 3.2  
16343 B 6049 7.7 -19.8 13.8 37.6 3.2  
16344 B 6132 5.9 -21.6 15.1 41.2 3.2  
16345 B 6017 7.0 -20.2 14.7 39.5 3.1  
16346 B 6051 7.0 -20.9 14.7 39.8 3.2 x 
16347 B 6050 7.4 -20.0 15.0 40.7 3.2  
16348 B 6015 6.6 -20.3 14.2 38.9 3.2 x 





Table C.8 Unpublished twentieth century reference samples from the University of Cape Town 
collections, including δ15N and δ13C values as well as collagen quality indicators: %N, %C and 
C:N (atomic) ratios. In the last column, “x” indicates samples for which mtDNA was analyzed. 
 
UCT No. Location Tissue δ15N(‰) δ13C(‰) %N %C C:N mtDNA 
16399 Angola ivory 6.2 -21.3 15.8 43.2 3.2 x 
16398 Angola ivory 7.3 -21.1 15.2 42.1 3.2  
16400 Angola ivory 8.6 -20.9 14.8 42.0 3.3 x 
16404 Angola ivory 8.9 -20.9 14.6 40.7 3.2  
16403 Angola ivory 9.4 -20.6 15.4 43.1 3.3 x 
16405 Angola ivory 7.9 -20.2 14.6 40.4 3.2  
16401 Angola ivory 9.7 -19.5 15.0 41.6 3.2 x 
16396 Angola ivory 8.5 -19.4 15.5 42.4 3.2 x 
16397 Angola ivory 9.2 -18.6 14.2 39.7 3.3  
16402 Angola ivory 11.3 -17.8 14.9 41.4 3.2 x 
18744 Benin molar  6.8 -22.6 15.5 43.0 3.2 x 
18745 Benin molar  6.8 -22.5 15.4 42.8 3.2 x 
18748 Benin molar  6.0 -22.3 15.5 43.0 3.2  
18746 Benin molar  8.9 -22.3 15.4 43.0 3.2  
18747 Benin molar  6.6 -21.8 15.4 43.0 3.2  
18027 Benin molar  5.4 -21.0 15.4 42.0 3.2  
16410 
Burkina 
Faso bone 4.8 -21.7 15.2 41.9 3.2  
16422 
Burkina 
Faso bone 5.2 -21.5 15.4 42.3 3.2 x 
18024 Chad molar  7.3 -21.0 14.7 40.2 3.2  
18023 Chad molar  9.7 -20.8 15.2 41.6 3.2  
18025 Chad molar  8.8 -20.7 15.0 41.1 3.2  
18022 Chad molar  7.8 -20.6 15.4 42.1 3.2  
18021 Chad molar  8.1 -20.5 15.3 41.5 3.2  
18026 Chad molar  8.5 -20.4 15.0 41.0 3.2  
16423 Liberia bone 7.1 -27.2 16.0 43.9 3.2  
16428 Liberia bone 7.2 -27.1 14.8 44.8 3.5 x 
16419 Liberia bone 7.4 -27.1 16.4 45.1 3.2 x 
16416 Liberia bone 7.4 -27.1 15.3 42.4 3.2 x 
16426 Liberia bone 7.6 -27.1 15.8 43.6 3.2  
16417 Liberia bone 7.1 -26.5 15.7 43.2 3.2 x 
16412 Liberia bone 7.5 -26.4 15.9 43.2 3.2  
16414 Liberia bone 8.3 -26.2 14.7 40.1 3.2  




Table C.8 (cont.)        
16424 Malawi bone 6.3 -19.9 15.4 42.8 3.2  
16431 Malawi bone 6.2 -19.6 16.0 44.0 3.2  
16411 Niger bone 5.2 -21.8 16.0 43.7 3.2 x 
16425 Niger bone 5.3 -21.8 15.1 42.5 3.3 x 
16430 Niger bone 5.3 -21.4 15.5 42.7 3.2  
16418 Niger bone 5.3 -21.3 15.9 43.1 3.2  
16421 
Sierra 
Leone bone 8.4 -24.4 15.5 42.4 3.2 x 
16432 
South 
Africa bone 12.7 -17.2 12.5 34.4 3.2  
16406 
South 
Africa ivory 8.2 -22.0 15.3 42.0 3.2  
16407 
South 
Africa ivory 8.4 -19.7 14.8 40.7 3.2  
16409 
South 
Africa ivory 8.3 -19.1 14.8 40.4 3.2  
16408 
South 
Africa ivory 7.4 -20.2 16.0 44.0 3.2  
16429 
South 
Africa bone 13.1 -16.9 15.5 42.8 3.2  
16433 
South 
Africa bone 8.5 -19.2 15.7 43.7 3.3  
16434 
South 
Africa bone 9.5 -18.6 15.4 42.1 3.2  
16435 
South 
Africa bone 8.2 -19.5 15.5 41.7 3.2  
16436 
South 
Africa bone 7.8 -20.4 15.8 43.3 3.2  
16437 
South 











Figure C.1 A median-joining haplotype network (based on pairwise distances between 
haplotypes) compares shipwreck ivory mtDNA reference sequences (ivory colored) to newly 
sequenced 20th century reference samples (of known geographic origin) from the University of 
Cape Town collection (brown with black vertical stripes), and the 8 mtDNA subclades reported 
by Ishida et al. (2013). The shipwreck ivory haplotypes grouped with the haplotypes reported for 
20th century elephants from West Africa, and not within mtDNA subclades common among 
savanna or central African forest elephants. Branch length is proportional to the number of 
mutational differences (indicated as cross-hatches) between haplotypes, circle size is related to 





Figure C.2 The shipwreck ivory DNA shows damage patterns characteristic of ancient DNA. 
The fragment misincorporation plots illustrated above are for a single individual (B6059 
belonging to the Western mtDNA subclade – see Figure 1D) and are typical of the damage 
patterns observed in all of the ancient ivory samples. The smaller top four panels show the base 
frequency outside and inside the read sequence (the open grey box indicates the read span), and 
the bottom two plots are the base positions of substitutions from the 5’ (left) and the 3’ end 
(right). The bottom plot shows C to T substitutions in red, G to A substitutions in blue, and all 
other substitutions in grey. This figure was produced using the program mapDamage2 (Jónsson 





Figure C.3 δ15N and δ13C values for four tusks in which successive growth increments were 
analysed to explore variation in isotope values during the lifetimes of the elephants. Wet/dry 
season variation in δ15N is less pronounced than in δ13C, but overall the four tusks do not show 








APPENDIX D: A STEPWISE PROTOCOL OF HOW TO MODIFY THE RX SEX 
IDENTIFICATION SCRIPT 
Steps for adapting the Rx_identifier.r script from Mittnik et al. (2016) to any target species that 
has a chromosome level reference genome and XY sex determination. 
 
1. Align the target species sequence reads to the chromosome level reference genome 
a. Convert resulting SAM alignment files to BAM files and filter out unmapped and 
low-quality reads 
b. Remove PCR duplicates, sort and index SAM files using SAMtools (or similar 
software) 
c. Generate index statistic files for each BAM file using the “idxstats” function in 
SAMtools (or similar software). Add the suffix “.idxstats” to each resulting file. 
d. the "idxstats" files are used as input for the Rx_identifier R script. Each row in an 
“idxstats” file contains the reference sequence name, sequence length, # mapped 
reads and # unmapped reads.  
e. Verify that idxstats files contain the number of reads mapped to each chromosome 
and determine which row number represents the X chromosome.  
2. Adapt Rx_identifier.r script for the target species of interest 
a. Download the Rx_identifier.r script from Mittnik et al. (2016). 
b. Edit line 15 in the script so that nrows reflect the number of chromosomes 
(autosomal + sex chromosomes) of your target species reference genome (e.g. 
nrows = 24 for humans, nrows = 28 for African savanna elephants – see Appendix 
2, Rx_identifier.r script that has been adapted for elephants).  
c. Rows 24 to 47 calculates for each chromosome the ratio of the alignments to each 
chromosome to the total number of alignments to autosomes and sex 
chromosomes 
i. Adjust the script to reflect the number of chromosomes in the target 
species (i.e. add or remove lines per chromosome so that the final number 
of lines of script are equal to the number of chromosomes on the target 




ii. In the MMittnik et al. (2016) script line 23 in the idxstats files represent 
the X chromosome, therefore Rt23 in the Rx_identifier.r script (line 46 in 
the script) represents the ratio of alignments to the X chromosome to the 
total number of alignments to all chromosomes  
iii. For the script adapted for elephants (Supplementary Appendix 2), the 
“idxstats” files contain X chromosome information on the 28th line of each 
file, therefore Rt28 represents the X chromosome.  
d. Edit line 49 in the script so that the numerator represents the ratio associated with 
the X chromosome. Add or remove fractions so that all chromosomes in the 
reference sequence are represented in the equation. However, since one is 
comparing the X chromosome to autosomal chromosomes, do not include the Y 
chromosome ratio (e.g. Rt24 from line 47 in the Mittnik et al. (2016) script) in the 
calculation.  
e. Edit line 52 so that the SE measures the amount of variability in the Rx mean 
compared with the number of autosomes in the target species (22 in humans, 27 in 
elephants). 
f. Save and add the modified script to the same folder as the “idxstat” files and run 
the script in R (R version 3.6.1. R Core Team, 2019). 
g. For each “idxstats” file the script produces a result file with the suffix “.Rx” 
which contains information on the sex determination statistics and whether sex 






APPENDIX E: SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES AND FIGURES FOR CHAPTER 5 
Table E.1 Examples of organisms for which the reference genome was generated from a female 
animal or where only the X and not the Y chromosome is reported in the GenBank reference 
genome assembly. 
 
Common name Scientific name GenBank assembly 
number 
Domestic cat Felis catus GCA_000181335.4 
Domestic sheep Ovis aries GCA_002742125.1 
Domestic horse Equus caballus GCA_002863925.1 
Dromedary camel Camelus dromedarius GCA_000803125.2 
European rabbit Oryctolagus cuniculus GCA_000003625.1 
Domestic goat Capra hircus GCA_000317765.2 
Sumatran orangutan Pongo abelii GCA_002880775.3 
Western lowland gorilla Gorilla gorilla gorilla GCA_000151905.3 
Gelada Theropithecus gelada GCA_003255815.1 






Table E.2 Genome alignment statistics for modern and ancient elephant genomes. Breadth of 
coverage was calculated as the proportion of the genome covered by at least 1 read. Average 
coverage was calculated as the depth of coverage across the genome for all positions in the 
genome, including those with zero coverage. 
 




DS1531 Modern 45.4242 0.721645 
DS1548 Modern 56.2786 0.982199 
DS1514 Modern 39.1834 0.564377 
DS1543 Modern 50.7346 0.826475 
DS1506 Modern 55.9282 0.969139 
LO3503 Modern 52.5948 0.864645 
LO3509 Modern 53.8217 0.897441 
LO3511 Modern 49.8096 0.791459 
LO3521 Modern 47.3061 0.737514 
LO3514 Modern 49.4394 0.793958 
GR0041 Modern 51.025 0.821681 
GR0037 Modern 49.8363 0.806842 
WA4013 Modern 12.3095 0.141394 
WA4020 Modern 61.1214 1.09633 
BE4059 Modern 63.3544 1.16019 
B6079 Ancient 7.23345 0.153929 
B6025 Ancient 1.4834 0.0300563 
B8030 Ancient 7.96246 0.169617 
B6059 Ancient 5.23486 0.109229 
B6074 Ancient 1.27702 0.0258847 
B6022 Ancient 2.69254 0.0550849 
B6062 Ancient 1.35766 0.0275851 
B6051 Ancient 0.637552 0.0128607 
B6130 Ancient 20.6747 0.496995 





Table E.3 Rx ratio values for the ancient ivory samples calculated using all sequence reads (Rx 
all), approximately 10 000 sequence reads (Rx ~ 10 000), and approximately 1000 sequence 
reads (Rx ~ 1000).  
Ancient sample ID Rx all Rx ~ 10 000 Rx ~ 1000 
B6022 0.495573 0.4483153 0.3957278 
B6025 0.491787 0.5043557 0.1873106 
B6051 0.490834 0.4407088 0.4415854 
B6059 0.482732 0.493083 0.3499586 
B6062 0.968406 0.9666384 1.029646 
B6074 0.491222 0.4447996 0.2836775 
B6079 0.477581 0.5970461 0.6939766 
B6130 0.474589 0.5681135 0.8121833 
B6520 0.491588 0.4147076 0.5607132 








Figure E.1 DNA damage patterns showing fragmentation and misincorporation patterns.  The top 
four plots show base frequency outside and in the read (grey box corresponds to the read), with 
base positions from the terminal position indicated below the graphs. The bottom plot shows 
base pair position-specific misincorporations from the 5’ (left) and the 3’ end (right), red shows 







Figure E.2 Rx is the ratio of sequence read alignments to the X chromosome compared to 
sequence read alignments to all autosomes. Rx values are shown for low coverage ancient 
elephant genomes (black), and for datafiles that were subsampled to include ~10 000 (gray) and 
~1000 reads (white). An Rx ratio with an upper 95% CI of less than 0.6 indicates male sex, and 
an Rx ratio with a lower 95% CI that is greater than 0.8 indicates female sex. For samples that 
have 95% CI outside of the Rx cut-off values, the Rx method provides the sex identification 
output as “sample is consistent with XX” or “sample is consistent with XY” rather than 
definitively scoring the sample as either “male” or “female”. This occurred in 5 cases in the 
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